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DEVELOPMENT OF BlACKUGHT TRAPS 

FOR EUROPEAN CHAFER SURVEYS 


B~' H. TASIWW,' E'ntl)molo{11I Rest!(t1'ch Division, J. G. HAR1'SOCK, Agricultural 
Engineel'ing Red('(tl'ch Divi8iulL, ano G. G, ROHWER, Plant Pp.st Control Divi
sion, A[jI'icu!tltI'ClI Reseal'eIL SC'I'l'ic:1' 

An effective method of detect
ing the presence of the European 
chafer (Atnphimallon majali.s 
(Razoumowsky)), a destructive 
peS'G of Eut'opean origin, is needed 
to determine its distribution .anc1 
spread. Until 1963 it OCCUlTed in 
the Westem Hemisphere at scat
terecl locations in New York, in
cluding parts of New York City, 
in New Jersey adjacent to New 
York City, in Connecticut, and in 

I Assisted by G. R. Fryer, R. D. Clark 
(resigned), ,J. S, Avens (resigned), and 
C. "Y. Atkinson (resigned) of the Ento
mology Research Division. 

Ontario, Canada (13).2 More re
.<.;ently it was found in Erie, Pa., 
(16, p. 874) and Cleveland, Ohio, 
(17, p. 816). An incipient infes
tation diseovered in West Virginia 
is considered to have been eradi
cated. Federal and State quaran
tines are enforced to restrict the 
artificial dissemination of the 
insect. 

The economic importance of 
this insect is apparent from the 
nearly complete destruction of 
turf by the grubs (fig. 1). Third

'Italic numbers in parentheses refer 
to LiteratlH'e Cited, p. 51. 

nN-27600 
FrGuR~; l.-Lawn damage by EUl'opean chafel' grubs. 

1 
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HN",~7IiOl 

F'Wl'[(B ~.-Thil'd-im;tar grub of 
8uropean chafer. 

UN~2i(joa 

[<'IGlJRE 4.-Swtlrming of European eha
fpr beetles around branch of tree 
dusk. 

at 

","",,~............., 
, 
~ ,. 

, 
/ B 

RN-27602 

FWlH(E 3. -:'tIall' (A) and f('mall' (B) bN'tles of European chafer. 
>:ot(' l'lIlg'er H('g'ml'nts of elub in male antennae. 
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instal' grubs (fig. 2) present dur
ing the spring and fall are respon
sible for most of the damage. 
Adults, which do little or no feed
ing, are present predominantly in 
June and July (13). The sexes 
can be dist:.nguishecl readily by 
the longer lamellated segments of 
the antenna in the male (fig. 3). 

During dusk after warm sunny 
days, the beetles emerge from the 
ground. Beginning about 8 :30 
p.m. they swarm around nearby 
trees, as sho\vn in figure 4, reach 
their zenith of activity about 9 

p.m., e.cLt. (eastern daylight 
time), during midseason a.nd 
within 10 to 15 minutes settle in 
the trees for mating. Beetles 
leave the trees throughout the 
night, and the remaining few re
turn to the soil at dawn. 

Taylor et al. (15) indicated that 
nearly all economic species known 
to be photopositive responded 
to ultraviolet i'adiation. This 
prompted the investigations on 
the response of European chafer 
beetles to radiation from electric 
lamps. 

PRELIMINARY STUDIES IN 1958 


Late during- the 1958 beetle 
flight season. three omnidirec
tional traps (9) \vere tested. 
This trap was equipped with a 15
watt blacklight fluorescent lamp 
without baffies. As the name im
plies, the lamp is visible from 
nearly all directions. 

Exposure of this trap to light 
flights of the chafer in 1958 (11.. ) 
inclicated that bIackIight traps 
could be useful for detecting light 
infestations of the chafer. It 
caught up to 70 times more beetles 
than die! chemicaIJy baited traps. 
It extended the effective period of 
capturing beetles from 30 minutes 

during dusk with chemical traps 
to 9 hours th' oughout the night. 
It was estimated that approxi
mately one-third of the beetles 
flying to a single large tree were 
captured. Even on nights when 
none were observed in flight, 
beetles were captured. This par
ticular trap, however, is too large 
and heavy for general use in chaf
er survey operations. A modifi
cation of this trap, made by Tash
iro and Tuttle (14) and refened 
to as the Geneva trap, weighed 
only 3 pounds and appeared 
equally as effective as the omni
directional trap. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDUR[S, 1959·63 


Discovering the response of 
chafers to blacklight opened the 
possibility of developing a more 
efficient means of determining the 
limits of known infestations of the 
pest and finding new infestations. 
In tensive studies were conduded 
in 1959 and continued through 
1963 with lamps of different elec
tromagnetic radiation and with 
traps of variollS designs. 

Standard Trap 

To study the various modifica
tions inherent in a light trap, it 
was necessary to design a model 
that could be easily and quickly 
modified. A trap shown in figure 
5 was designed and is referred to 
hereafter as the standard electric. 
trap. 

A section of flatiron 1/8 by 1/2 by 
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£11'<-27604 

FIGURE 5.-Standard electric trap. 

291 i l. inches served as the main 
framework. A metal box mount
ed open sicle clown near the top of 
the frame housed the ballast, 

Htarter, and other electrical com
ponents. Two waterproof lamp
holders were mounted just short 
of the length of the lamp. A 
light metal lampshade served as 
the funnel. A pint can with the 
bottom half replaced with 6-mesh
per-inch hardware cloth served as 
the receptacle. The entire trap 
was painted green except for the 
original white interior surface of 
the funnel. A 15-watt blacklight 
lamp, designated in the trade as 
F15T8BL, completed the trap. 
All lamps of the -/BL designation 
regardless of watta.ge are herc
after referred to as the BL lamp,3 
and the term BL trap indicates 
this type lamp in the trap 
mentioned. 

Various modifications, includ
ing lamps arid mechanical fea
ttu'es, were tested and led to the 
development of a specifically de
signed trap for European chafer 
surveys. 

Types of Tests 

Much of the work was con
clucted during 1959 and 1960 at 
Phelps, N.Y., in 5 by 5 Latin 
E:quare blocks in an open field. 
The traps were spaced at 30-foot 
intervals in rows and columns and 
hung from steel rods at a height 
of 5 feet. Two blocks were wired 
by overhead lines to deliver 115 
to 120 volts at 60 c.p.s. at each trap 
location (fig. 6). 

Beetles emerged from the trap 
field and surrounding areas, flew 

J References to BL-type lamps, except 
ones containing Philips phosphor, indi
cate lamps manufactured prior to 1962 
with over 80 percent of their output in 
the 3,200- to 4,000-angstrom region. 

http:watta.ge
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RN-27605 

FIGURE 5.-Layout of Latin sqllare blocks, with traps at 30- by 3D-foot intervals. 

to nearby trees, then were attract
ed to the electric traps. Flights 
in thhl field in 1959 were very light 
and the catches were first consid
ered too low for reliable evalua
tions. In 1960, the natural popu
lation was fortified with approxi
mately 50,000 beetles collected at 
other sites anel liberated at fre
\.luent intervals in this field. This 
provided adequate flights of bee
tles for a longer' period than nor
mally obtained in a natural popu
latiol'. Since the results with 
higher beetle populations in 1960 
confirmed the reliability of the re
sults 'with the low populations 
during the previous year, beetles 
were not added in 1961. 

In addition to the Latin square 
blocks in an open field, numerous 
tests with traps in closer relation 
to trees were conducted during 

1959-63, with greater emphasis on 
the latter tests during each suc
cessive year. Traps were hung 
from steel rods at a height of 5 
feet and placed in various pat
terns underneath or in an arc or 
semicircle at the periphery or just 
beyond the per;phery of single 
large trees, as shown in figure 7. 
They were spaced from 15 to 30 
feet apart, the distance depending 
on the Rize of tree and available 
space. Traps were set out aR 
single treatments in most studies 
and their positions rotated daily 
according to a predetermiMd 
schedule to minimize the effect of 
position on catches. In a few tests, 
traps in two-replication treat
ments were not rotated. Other 
arrangements of traps will be dis
cussed under specific headings. 
Traps were emptied daily. 
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ItS-2760,j 

F'Wl'IIE 7. A ITan);l'lIli'nt of trap~ arollnd 11l'riplwry uf Illr!;£' tree. 

EVALUATIONS OF LAMPS FOR ATTRACTIVENESS TO CHAFERS 

Spectral Distribution of Fluorescent 
Lamps and Response of Chafers 
Pl'iority was given to determin

ing the \"Hvplength most attrCl(,
•i \'e to the {' ha fer lJeetle~. :;i nee tht:' 
electromagnptic radiation rather 
than the mt-chanh-al agpeet::; of the 
trap appear!;,d the dominant fea
tun' gO\'erning attracth·enp:,~. 

FllloI'P~('(:'nt lamps with peak 
t'mis:.;iOI1K frot1l 2.5:n to (l,.150 ang
Kt 1'(J111~ \\,\'l'e teKtml. A mOl1g the 
variollK colored lampK of equal 
dedric input, waUage-the rela
t i \'t' radiant-energy Oll Lpu t-V<lr
iPK l'olbitiel'Clbly according to (;en
eral Eh'ctric (.1). In Kpile of 
theKe differerlt'e:-, we ('ol1Kit\el'l'd 
that varialion~ in ClUracti\'ene~l' 
lat'ge PtloLtg-h for pra{'tical applica
tion would o"erKhado\\' the cliffel'
P1H'es caLl~~'c1 by PIH:'l'gy output. 

All laI1lp~ wen' 15-watt except 
trw 20-watt erythemal lamp. The 
upper Ii indws of lhis lamp wa;:. 

masked ~o the length of the illu
minated tube was 1() inehes, the 
"am(;' as in the other lamps. 

All the lamps were mounted in 
the standard electric trap, The~' 
were pxposed in Latin square 
blocks to relatively light flights 
for 10 nights in 1959 and to heav
ier flights for 8 nights in 1960. 
The BL lamp was exposed as the 
standard in each comparison. 
These studies were supplemented 
by placing traps around the pe
riphery of a hU'ge tree to which 
bet>tles Hew. All but t\\ 0 of the 
different ('olored lamp1:l \\()re eval
uateci in the supplemental sludies. 

TablE' 1 summarizes the results 
obtained for th!:' two Sl'asons in the 
Latin square blocks. The BL 
blacklight lamp. with peak radia
tion of :l,G5(1 angstroms. wa~ out
;;landin~;I,\' the mo~t attractive of 
the~e lamps. Chandler et aI. (1) 
tp~ted practically the Rame group 
of lanlj)~ on thp el()K~'ly reiatpc\ May 
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i.Jeetles (PhyllopilagcL spp.) and 
also found that the BL lamp was 
the most attractive to these bee
tles. The BLB blackIight lamp, 
with most of the visible radiation 
filtered out by a blue-purple tube, 
also removes some of the ultra
violet radiation, reducing its out
put from 1,950 to 1,650 fluorens:' 
This lamp was 65 percent as at 
tractive as the BL lamp. Pfrim
mer (10) found that more species 
of Lepidoptera responded in 
greater numbers to the BL lamp 
than to the BLB lamp. Attrac
tiveness diminished rapidly as the 
peak radiation deviated from this 
area. The erythemal lamp, peak
ing at 3,100 angstroms in the mid
dle utraviolet range, was only 24 

I "Fluoren" is defined bv the General 
Electric Company as l' milliwatt of 
radiant flux in the 3,200- to 4,000-ang
strom region (near ultraviolet) and is 
analogous to 1 lumen :for visible radi
ation. 

percent as attractive as the BL 
lamp. 

Evaluation of the lamps around 
the periphery of a large tree is 
summari.6ecl in table 1. Slightly 
higher attraction v,'as recorded 
with the BLB, daylight, and pink 
lamps than in the Latin square 
blocks, but the l'elative attractive
ness of the lamps remained about 
the same. 

'vVe conclude from both methods 
of evaluation that, of the lamps 
testeci, the BL lamp is the most 
attractive. 

Response of l:hafers to 15·Watt BL 
Lamps With Philips and 
Conventional Phosphors 

The BLfluorescent lamps man
ufactured by General Electric 
after 1962 utilized a new phosphor 
referred to as the Philips phos
phor. These lamps produce their 
peak radiation at a slightly longer 

TABLE l.-E./ject of II'Clve/ength emitted from jlu01'escent lamps on at
tmcti'l.'eness to hatles, lcith tmps in Latin square blocks and a?'ound 
periphe't'y of inciil'idzwllal'ge trees, 1959-60 

Lamp 

Germicidal .. 
Erythemal ., 

BL 
blacklight 

BLB 
blacklight 

Blue 
Green 
Daylight, ... 
Gold ........ 
Pink ........ 
Red ......... 

Total beetles 
captured & ...... ......................... 


1 Number becties caught with test lamp , 100 
Number beetles caught with BL lamp x . 

'Significant over other lamps at I-percent level in all tests. 

Trade 

dl'signation 


GI5T8 
FS20TI2 ... . 
F15TS/13L ,. 

F15TS/HLB. 
F15TSfl. .... 
FI5'1'S(; .... 
Fl5TS/ [) 
F15T8., GC I • , 

F15T8iPK. , 
F15TS/R ,., 

~ 

Peak 
emission 

.4 11 {Jsu·o illS 

2,537 
3,100 

3,G50 

3,G50 
4,400 
5,300 

4,fJOO-5,900 
5,900 
6,200 
6,:i50 

Average relative efficien~y 0il~!l.:p~ ~ __ 
In 	Latin square blocks 

1959 19(;0 - 

I'crel'llt PCI'cent 

16 5 
30 18 

' 100 ' 100 

G2 69 
20 21 

3 7 
9 11 
2 2 
9 (j 
0 1 

Sum/wr SllIn/H'/' 
583 2,021 

Around periphery 
of trees, 1959-60 

Percent 
.................. 


24 

100 

81 
16 

.................. 

39 

0 
18 

1 _.....--
Number 

576 
__._..o______ • __ 
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wavelength than the lamps manu
factured priorto 1962 utilizingt~e 
conventional phosphor, but thelr 
outstanding difference is in the 
much greater energy output to
ward the blue in the 4,000-ang
strom region. 

Fifteen-watt lamps with these 
two types of phosphors, both 
lamps designated as F15T8 BL, 
were compared during the 1963 
season in both a heavy and light 
population of chafer beetles. 
Four traps-two with the Philips 
and two with the conventional 
phosphor-were placed in an arc 
around the periphery of a large 
tree at two k)cations. The traps 
were rotated daily flO that each 
trap occupied each position once 
every 4 nights. This constituted 
a series. The traps were oper
ated for four series at each 
location. 

The results of these tests, sum
marized in table 2, demonstrated 
that BL lamps manufactured with 
either of these two phosphors 

were equally attractive to the 
beetles. 

Wattage of BL lamps and Response of 
Chafers 

The response of chafer beetles 
to biacklight was determined in
itially with the 15-watt fluorescent 
BL lamp. Other straight-tube 
BL lamps from 2 to 65 watts are 
available in commerce. These 
range in length from less than 3 
inches for the lowest to 96 inches 
for the highest wattage: black
light output varies from 110 fluo
rens for the smallest to 14,000 for 
the largest lamp. For the lamps 
of greatest interest to us, General 
Electric (4) gives the following 
specifications: 

Lamp 
iVctUcLge 

Length 
(inches) 

Fluo1'cn 
output 

4 6 270 
8 12 890 

15 18 1,950 
20 24 3,500 
30 36 5,100 

Since the length of the lamp in-

TABLE 2.-Attractiveness to beetles of 15-!Catt BL lamps 'With Philips 
and conventional phosphor, 1963 

Population 
density and 

series 

HEAVY 

1 .................. . 
2 ..•..•.••......•... 
3 .................. . 

4 .................. . 


Total or aver
age ....... . 

LIGHT 

1 ................. . 

2 .................. . 

3 ................. .. 

4 .................. . 


Total or aver
age ....... . 

Total beetles 
captured 

Numbcr 
7,69!1 
4.125 
2,339 
1,158 

15.321 

409 
206 

55 
47 

717 

.. 

Proportion of total captured 
with lamps containing-

Philips' 
phosphor 

Co~~'ti;;~ 
phosphor 

Pe?'cellt 
46 
40 
55 
58 

PC?'ccnt 
54 
60 
45 
42 

50 50 

47 53 
49 51 
50 50 
45 55 

48 52 
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dicates to a large extent the size 
of the trap, it was important to 
determine the relative attractive
ness of lamps of different "\vattage 
so that the most effie: :mt trap con
sistent with practical size for sur
vey operations could be designed. 
The possibilities of developing a 
battery-operated trap also called 
for the evaluation of the smaller 
lamps. Frequency of recharging 
batteries would be inversely pro
portional to lamp wattage. 

Exposure of BL Lamps in 
Competition With Each Other 

The 4-, 8-, 15-, 20-, and 30-watt 
BL traps, as shown in figure 8, 
were constructed identically to 
the standard electric trap except 
for length. These lamps were ex

posed in a Latin square block in 
1959 for 3 nights to very low pop
ulations of beetles. They were 
again exposed in 1960 for 5 nights 
to slightly higher populations. 

To supplement these studies, a 
lamp of each wattage was placed 
in a semicircle around the pe
riphery of a large tree and ex
posed for 5 nights in 1959. The 
results of both types of tests are 
summarized in table 3. 

Attractiveness to beetles was 
directly related to lamp wattage 
and fiuoren output. The 8-, 15-, 
20-, and 30-watt lamps attracted 
approximately 2, 6, 8, and 16 times 
more beetles, respectively, than 
the 4-watt lamp. Differences in 
beetle population between the two 
seasons did not alter the relative 

BN-27G07 

FIGURE 8.-Standard plectric trap modified and equipped with 4-, 8-, 15-, 20-, and 
30-watt BL lamps. 
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TABLE 3.-Relative attractiveness to beetles of BL t'raps of various 
wathge 'When exposed in Latin square block and around periphery 
of large tree, 1959-60 

Lamp -
(watts) 

-~. 

4 ................... 

8 ................... 

15 .................. 

20 ................. ' 

30 .................. 


Total beetles 
captured ........ / -. 

attractiveness of the lamps. Also, 
beetle response to lamps of differ
ent wattage around the periphery 
of a tree was similar to that in a 
Latin square block. 

Exposure of BL Lamps Isolated 
From Each Other 

Exposing lamps of different 
wattage in close proximity and in 
direct competition with each other 
raised the question of whether the 
lamps of higher wattage reduced 
the inherent attractiveness of the 
smaller lamps and, therefore, did 
not present a true value of the 
performance of the smaller lamps 
for use in survey operations. 
The relative attractiveness of 
Jamps of different wattage when 
not in competition with each other 
was determined. 

Tr,aps were exposed in a rela
tively new housing development of 
four by six city blocks, where 
fairly low but relatively uniform 
populations of the chafer were 
present. Traps with BL lamp::> 
were hung from steel rods placed 
under trees and located so that a 

Pl'llportion of total beetles captured when 

lamps were exposed-


In Latin square block _-r-round periphery of 
'--1959' . . 

Percent 
2 
3 

15 
25 
55 

Nmnber 
154 

1960'  tree, 1959 

Percent Percent 
5 
8 

17 
20 
50 

2 
6 

20 
28 
44 

Nwmbet' 
317 

N~tm,ber 
223 

given trap was not visible from 
the location of any other trap. 
All the traps had baffles. It had 
been established in the meantime 
that the incorporation of a four
winged baffle to each trap in
creased its effectiveness. The 
traps were operated on 110- to 
120-volt 60-cycle a.c. (alternating 
current) circuit furn.i::tbed by each 
home. 

The 4-, 8-, and 15-watt BL traps 
were compared during 1961. 
Prev.ious to the experiment, 10 
standard electric traps with 15
watt BL lamps were operated for 
7 nights under trees less than 30 
feet high, and daily beetle catches 
were determined. Nine.of these 
sites were then grouped into three 
categories of light, medium, and 
high populations. The 4-, 8-, and 
15-watt traps were placed at the 
three locations of each population 
density so that a comparison could 
be made of the three lamps in a 
light, medium, and high popula
tion. The traps were exposed for 
15 nights. Beetles were counted 
daily, and the traps in each cate
gory were rotated so that a given 
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TABLE 4.-Relative attmctiveness of ,h 8-, and 15-watt BL traps to 
dijJe'rent populations of beetles when opemted unde1' isolated con
ditions, 1961 

Population 
density and 

series 

LIGHT 

1 ................ 

2 ................ 

3 ................. 

4 ................ 

5 ................ 


Total or 
average. 

MEDIUM 
1 ................ 

2 ................ 

3 ................ 

4 ................ 

5 ................ 


Total or 
average, 

HIGH 
1 ................ 

2 ................ 

3 ................ 

·1 ................ 

5 ................ 


Total or 

Proportion of total captured in traps 
Total beetles of

captured 4 watts 8 watts 15 watts 

Nwmbe7' Pe7'cent Pe7'cent Percent 
41 
42 
59 
65 

170 
-' 

377 

27 
62 

125 
283 
380 

877 

55 
104 
193 
366 
625 

average. 1,343 

trap occupied each of the three 
positions once every 3 nights. 
During the 15-night exposure, 
totals of 377, 877, and 1,343 bee
tles were captured in the three lo
cations of light, medium, and high 
populations, respectively. 

The results, summarized in 
table 4, indicated that the relative 
attractiveness of the lamps when 
not in competition with each other 
was also directly related to lamp 
wattage, but the differences were 
not so great as when lamps were 
in direct competition. The 8
watt lamp was only slightly more 
attractive than the 4-watt lamp. 
The 15-watt lamp was approxi
mately twice as attractive as the 
4-watt lamp. Density of beetles 

19 12 69 
28 29 43 
17 29 54 
22 35 43 
21 22 57 

21 25 53 

21 25 54 
.25 33 42 
27 36 37 
28 35 37 
22 21 57 

25 30 45 

25 28 47 
22 32 46 
23 28 49 
18 36 46 
31 21 48 

24 29 47 

had little effect on the relative 
attractiveness of the three lamps. 

During the 1962 season, 4-, 8-, 
15-, and 30-watt BL traps were 
compared under small and very 
tall trees. Four traps, one of 
each lamp wattage, were individ
ually placed under four trees from 
12 to 25 feet high and similar 
traps under four trees from 60 to 
80 feet high. Traps were exposed 
for 16 nights under the smaller 
trees and for 20 nights under the 
taller trees. Beetles were count
ed daily, and the traps in each 
category were rotated daily so 
that each trap occupied each posi
tion once every 4 nights. The re
sults of these studies are summa
Tized in table 5. 
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TABLE 5.-Relative attmctiveness to beetles of 4-, 8-, 15-, and 30-watt 
BL t1'aps when ope'rated 'ttnde1' small and tall tl'ees in isolated con
ditions, 1962 

"--
Trap Proportion of total captured in traps

location Total beetles of
and captured 1------ .. ~, ~-.".---.-- .-

series 4 watts 8 watts 15 watts 30 watts 

UNDER SMALL I 
TREES Number Pe'I'cent PC7'cent Percent Percent 

1 ................ 1,357 15 24 28 33 
2 ................ 586 12 19 27 42 
3 ................ 495 16 17 34 32 
4 ................ 172 19 15 34 32 


-- .-.~--~. r .. - ..~-..- ----.,. 
Total or 

average. 2,610 16 19 31 35 
7~__ 

UNDER TALL 
TREES 

1 ................ 2,119 15 23 23 39 
2 ................ 1,301 13 21 26 40 

~3 ., ............. 722 22 26 21 31 

4 ...............,. 398 16 18 32 34 

5 .............. 215 13 16 21 50 


Total or 
average. 4,755 16 21 25 39 

...~-.-+--. ". f.=.. .. C;;c.'- .. 
Grand 

average ............... 16 20 28 37 

These results confirm all previ comes too large and cumbersome 
ous studies in that the larger the for survey work. The 32-watt 
lamp wattage the greater the at circline BL lamp (FCI2TI0/BL) 
tractiveness to beetles. It was al appeared to offer the possibility of 
so evident that the attractiveness developing a highly attractive and 
of the different lamps operated compact trap. This lamp is 12 
under these conditions was not so inches in diameter and has an out
great as when operated in compe put of 5,000 fluorens compared 
tition with each other. The 30- with 5,100 for the 30-watt lamp 
watt lamp was slightly more than (4). 
twice as attractive as the 4-watt Traps to accompany the 32-watt 
lamp as compared with more than circline lamp were constructed 
a tenfold difference between these with 30-gage galvanized sheet 
two under direct competition. iron, as shown in figure 9. This 
Placing the traps under tall trees trap is 14 by 24 inches in overall 
did not change the relative attrac dimensions compared with 30a 
tiveness among the lamps from watt BL trap 11%. by 50 112 inches. 
that under small trees. These traps were compared with 

the 15- and 30-watt BL traps with32-Watt Circline BL Lamp baffles in a Latin square block and 
The 3D-watt BL lamp was the also with the 3D-watt trap around 

most attractive tested, but a trap a large tree. Comparisons were 
built to accompany this lamp be- made for 11 nights.in 1960. 

http:nights.in
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The relative attractiveness of 
these traps is summarized in table 
6. The 32-watt lamp was much 
inferior to the 30-watt lamp in 
both tests and caught one-fourth 
to one-half as many beetles. It 
was only slightly superior to the 
15-watt lamp when compared in a 
Latin square block. Later in the 
season the 32-watt lamp was 
placed in a horizontal plane and 
exposed simultaneously with an
other lamp in a vertical plane. 
Its attractiveness was lowered in 
the horizontal position. The 32
watt circular lamp showed no 
promise for developing a highly 
attractive and compact trap. 

Ultraviolet Depreciation and Attrac
tiveness to Chafers 

Ultraviolet Output of SL Lamps 

The BL lamps have an expected 
burning life of 7,500 hours. 

IIN-!!760H Their ultraviolet output depreci
ates rapidly during the first 100 

FIGURE 9.-:32·"\Vatt circlin~ BL lamp in hours of burning, then continuesspecially constructed trap. 

TABLE 6.-Relatit'(' attmctivc1I.CSi; of :J;!-lOatt circline lOul15- and 30
W(Ltt BL [amps to /)('ctles with tmps ill ;2 [oeat-iolls, 1960 

Pl'oportion of total captured inTrap lo<!atioll 
traps with lamps ofantlllights of Total beetles .. 


operation captured 
 15 watts 30 watts 32 watts 

LATIN SQUARr~ 
BLOCK Sumber Pe/'(,(,lLt l'accnt Percent 

221 ............... . 50 IG G2 

2 ......•......... GG 4 82 14 

3 ............... . 72 11 76 13 

4 ............... . 141 13 76 11 


201 13 GO 27 

Total or 
average. 11 71 17 

AROUND 

LAI(GE TREE: 


~1 ............... . 4:J · . ................ 81 11) 

2 •............... 113 ......... ' ...... 48 52 

3 •......•........ 130 ....... " ........ 62 38 

4 .............. .. 137 · . ~ ..... '"' .... ,. ..... 77 23 

5 .............. .. 149 ................. 55 45 

6 ............... . 252 ·... .- ............ " - . 

65 B5

~ 

Total or 
........ ~ • 4. ••••••••
824 65 35

•.. ".. ............--~~".,.~-,,-....--~ 
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at a gradually decreasing rate 
throughout the life of the lamp. 
According to Gelleral Electric (if) , 
the depreciation during the first 
100 hours is roughly equivalent to 
the depreciation over the subse
quent 3,000 hours of burning. To 
assure high lamp output and mini
mize lamp failure problems, Tay
lor et al. (15) suggested that the 
lamps in insect traps for general 
survey use be replaced every 
Heason. 

For use in European chafer 
surveys, even when the lamps are 
burned continuously, they would 
be in operation for approximately 
1,000 hours a season (6 weeks). 
At this rate, a given lamp could be 
used for several seaHons if the at
traetiveness to the beetles was not 
signi ficantly altered. The re
Hponse of chafer beetles to 15-watt 
BL lampH of different age and di
minishing ultraviolet output was 
detel·mined. 

DepreciatiNg Ultraviolet Output 
of BL Lamps 

Groups of seven 15-watt BL 
lamps were burned for 100, 500, 
.1.,500, and 3,000 hours in 1.959 to 
obtain varying degreeH of ultra
violet depreciation. These 
groups plus seven new ones were 
calibrated for ou tput of each lamp. 
In 19GO, those burned previously 
for 500, 1,500, and 3,000 hours 
were burned again to obtain 
groups with 1,000, 3,000. and 
·1,500 hourH. These plus an un
burned group and another group 
burned 100 hours were again cali
brated for ultraviolet output. 

Comparative differences in ul
traviolet output were measured 
using a Westinghouse WL 773 
phototube and Hewlett-Packard 
,lOOe vacuum tube voltmeter. 
Each lamp "was preheated for () 
minutes in a fixture similar to the 

test fixture and with a ballast of 
the same type. The lamp was 
then transferred to one test fix
ture and ballast. Mter 3 more 
minutes' burning to stabilize oper
ating temperature, the ultraviolet 
output was measured with the 
phototube. Regulated 115 volts 
was maintained for all tests. The 
distance from the lamp center line 
to the phototube emitting surface 
was maintained at 54 inches. 
This allowed mea~mrement of radi
ation from the entire lamp length 
and minimized range changing on 
the voltmeter. Since the \VL 773 
phototube is sensitive only to a 
wavelength below 4,000 ang
stroms, its electrical response, 
measured in millivolts, provides a 
relative measurement of the ultra
violet output for each lamp. 

Five of the seven lamps of each 
group having- the least variation 
from the median were selected for 
exposure to the beetles. The rel
ative ultraviolet output of the se
lected lamps was determined by 
comparing the average millivolt 
output of each group with that of 
lamps burned 100 hours. The 
output of individual lamps and the 
average of each group m;ed in 1960 
are shown in table 7. Ultraviolet 
maintenance of the lamps used 
during the 2 years, shown in figure 
10, compares favorably with the 
rate of fluoren depreciation estab
lished by General Electric (,0. 
Test lamps used in these studies 
had a mOre rapid depreciation 
during the 2,000- to 3,000-hour pe
rioe! and then leveled off to corre
spond more nearly to the estab
Iished curve al"Ound the 4,000-hour 
period. 

Testing Procedures and Results 

These 15-watt BL lamps were 
exposed in the standard electric 
traps in a 5 by 5 Latin square 
block in 1959 and 1960. During 
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TABLE 7.-CompcL1'cLtive differences in'llli1'aviolet output cmel ma:inte
nance of 15-'Watt BL ZCLmps aite1' el'iffe'rent pe1'iods of b'u,1'ning, 1960 

Relative lamp output 
from WL 773 tube UltravioletPeriod lamps 

~ ,_.,., - -'"'--~---~---burned (hours) maintenance
Individual Group from 100 hours

lamp average-----------+--------------
Millivolt i~'Iillivolt Percent 

2.91 
2.91 

0 .............. , ... 2.95 2.96 '123 
2.991 13.05 

2.39 
2.39 
2.41 2.41 100 
2.42100···1 1
2.44 

1.93 
2.10 

1,000 2.14 2.12 88 
2.18·1 12.26 

1.72 
1.76 

3,000 1.83 1.84 76 
1.911 11.98 

1.54 
1.61 69 

4,500 .............. 1.68 1.66 
1.731 1 

_•.._----_., 1.74 

I 
__ 2.96 _" .._. X 100 = 123 percent. 
2.41 (100 hours) 

TABLE S.-Elfect of llltmviolet depl'eciation of 15-'Watt BL lam,ps on 
att1'Ctctiveness to beetles, 19.59-60 

--.-,-~~--.. "'---r --------.-----,.----------------
Period lamps Ultraviolet Proportion of total beetles captured

burned maintenance 
(hours) from 100 hours 1959 1960 

PC7'cent Pel'cent Percent 
o ................. .. 123 30 24 

100 ................ . 100 19 19 

500 ................ . 88 16 

1,000 .............. . 88 22 

1,500 .... , ......... . 81 16 

3,000 .............. . 76 19 17 

4,500 .............. . 69 18 


Total beetles Nnmbm' Number 
captured ............................. . 134 1,023 
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FIGURE lO.-Ultraviolet maintenance of BL lamps. 

1959, lamps burned 0, 100, 500, 
1,500, and 3,000 hours were e~
posed for 12 nights to light flights 
of beetles. During the following 
season, lamps burned 0, 100, 1,000, 
3,000, and 4,500 hours were ex
posed for 4 nights to considerably 
heavier populations. 

The results of these studies for 
the two seasons are summarized 
in table 8. New lamps with ultra
violet output of 123 percent were 
slightly more attractive than the 
others during both years. How
ever, after lamps were burned for 
100 hours, additional burning and 
depreciation from 100- to 69-per
cent maintenance did not reduce 
their attractiveness to beetles. 
These studies indicated that BL 
lamps could be used for several 
seasons in survey operations with
out loss of trap efficiency. 

Response of Chafers to Other Types 
of lamps 

Argon Glow Lamp 

The 2-watt argon glow lamp 
(G.E. AR-1) is essentially a low
intensity ultraviolet lamp. Inter
est in testing this lamp on the 
chafer stemmed from its reported 
attractiveness to the pink boll
worm (Pect'inophora, gossypiella 
(Saunders» and other insects by 
Glick et al. (6), its simpler opera
tion without the need of ballasts 
and starters required for fluores
cent lamps, and its operation from 
either d.c. (direct current) or a.c. 
circuit. 

In 1958, one and two such lamps 
were attached to traps and ex
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posed simultaneonsly with the 
omnidirectional trap fitted with a 
BL lamp. The omnidirectional 
trap canght 83 chafer beetles dur
ing 6 nights compared with only 1 
beetle for the argon glow lamp. 
In 1959, three argon glow lamps 
were attached to each trap and 
compared in a Latin square block 
with standard electric traps fitted 
with BL lamps. During 3 nights' 
exposure the latter captured 103 
beetles compared with only 1 bee
tle for the argon glow lamps. 

Incandescent Lamps 

In 1958, a single 15-watt fr(.\stec\ 
white lamp was placed in a b:ap 
exposed simultaneom;ly with the 
omnidirectional trap fitted with a 
I5-watt BL lamp. The latter cap
tured 83 beetles and the former 
only 1 during 7 nights' use. 

In 1960, three 25-watt blue in
candescent lamps illuminating a 
standard electric trap were com
pared with the standard electric 
trap equipped with a single 15
watt BL lamp. During 5 nights 
the latter captured 107 beetles, but 
the former caught none. In an
other comparison, two 25-watt 
blue incandescent lamps were 
fitted with a flasher to flick the 
light on and off at approximately 
100 flashes per minute. Dul'ing 4 
nights' comparison with the stand
ard electric trap, the latter cap
turecl 31 beetles and the former 
none. Traps were placed around 
the periphel·y of a large tree in 
both tests. 

The argon glow lamp a.nd the in
candescent lamp are considered 
totally ineffective in attracting 
European chafer beetles. 

DEVELOPMENT OF TRAP DESIGN 


Types of Traps Tested 

A comparison of the large omni
directional trap and a smaller 
Geneva trap in 1958 indicated that 
the size of the trap was not im
portant in capturing chafer bee
tles when both were equipped with 
the 15-watt BL lamp (14). Since 
aluminum reflects ultraviolet en
ergy, we considered that this 
might have a bearing on the per
EOl·mance of the trap. Another 
trap for burning the 15-watt lamp, 
constructed with sheet aluminum, 
was made specifically for tests on 
the European chafer. It is re
fen'eel to hereafter as the alumi
num trap. The omnidirectional 
trap and the latter are shown in 
figure 11. 

The omnidirectional, standard 
electric, and aluminum traps with 
I5-watt BL lamps were exposed in 

/ 

RN-27IHO 

FIGURE 11.-0mnidirectional trap (A) 
and aluminum trap (B). 
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TABLE 9.-Pe)"!0/'nwnce of dil7'ere.nt types of traps 'W'ith 15-watt BL 
/CUllpS in capiUl'illg beetles, .195,<) 

Proportion of total captured with 

Xig"ht~ of 
opcrlltion 

Total blwtlcs 
captured Omni

indicated trap

I 
NIUllber 

directional 

['f!I'C(,lLt 

t StandardI Percent 

Aluminum 

Percent 
1 ............... . 99 24 31 45 
2 •..........•.... 103 96 21 53 
3 .............. .. 259 36 20 44 

Total or 
a vt'rag-l', -161 29 24 47 

a Latin square block for :~ nights bame::; were essential for maxi
in 1959. The result::;, ::;hown in 1!;~Hn etliciency of traps. Obser

table 9, indicated that thpre was vations were c(>l1sidered too lim

little difference bptween the !1r::;t ited for drawing eonclusions. 

two. but the aluminum trap was This pha::;e of trap design needed 

the best on all ~~ night::;. Fro::;t (2) further gtudy. In the light of re

indicated that reflections from sults with the aluminum trap, the 

baffle::;, especially plastic, plexi need for bnffles was strongly

glass, and bright aluminum, re i ndicaled. 

duced catches, but with the lamp The standard eledric trap was 

in the center of the trap between modified so that easily removable 
bafIle::; the reflection wa::; negligi crossarms at 90° could be attached 
ble. Further stuciie::; on the value just above the upper lamp holder 
of baffles demonstrated that their and just below the bottom lamp 
presence was respon::;ible for the holder. Four plates, each meas
increa::;ed etJieiency of the alu uring ,PI. by 20 inches, were at 
minum trap. tached to each trap by placing 

them between the correspondingValue of Baffles upper and lower cros::;arms. Baf
The exploratory ::;tuciies in 1958 fles of transparent plastic, sheet 

U,n ga\'~~ no definite evidence that aluminum, and 32-gage galvanized 

TABLE 10.-T'alul' oj" uCLlfle.') on .15-zmU BL trap.') in hlC/·{,(tsing tnllp 
efficiency for beetles, 195!J-UO 

Proportion of total beetles captured 
Type of bailie 

1959 1960 

['t'l'Gt' II I Pel'cent 
Tra!U:iparent pla:;tic ..•.................. 23 20 

Shc(>t aluminum ........................ . 21 23 

(;,.lvanized sh(,pt iron unpainled ....... . 20 24 

Galvanized shl'ct iron painted .......... . 2!l 24


, 7 No batlles ........................... . '9 


,vILlI/ber Numbe'l' 
Tolal b(·etit·s eaptu "('Ii ...•.•••...•.•... 588 :319 

1 Significantly lower call'hl~~ than batlk'd traps at 5-Jl('l'cent level. 

http:dil7'ere.nt
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sheet iron were used. The last 
material was tested for unpainted 
baffles and baffles painted with 
white enamel. 

A trap fitted with a baffle is 
shown in figure 12. The electric 
trap served as the standard for 
comparisons. These were placed 
in a Latin square block and ex
posed for <1 nights during 1959 and 
1960. All traps were equipped 
with the l5-watt BL lamp. The 
results of the two seasons are 
summarized in table 10. 

All baffli~d traps caught two to 
three times more beetles than :he 
unbaffled tnlps during both sea
son:;. The Jesuits of these stud
ies strongly emphasized the need 
of batHes as an essential part of 
the trap. 

Color of Light Traps 
Because electric-light traps 

fLtnction after dark, their color 
was considered insignificant. 
Ho\vever, since color of chemical 
traps does affect catches, it was 
desirable to resolve this factor in 
the electric traps. In chemical 
traps, red is the most attractive, 
followed by black, yellow, blue, 
and white in descending order 
(12). 

The standard electric trap was 
green except for the original white 
interior of the lampshade adapted 
as the funnel. Other standard 
electric traps were painted green, 
white, yellow, and red. These 
were equipped with the 15-'\vatt 
BL lamps and exposed in Latin 
square blocks during 3 nights in 
1959 and·1 nights in 1960. These 
results are summarized in table 11. 

Although there were small c1if
ferences among the traps in the 
numbers of beetles caught, there 
was no evidence that their color 
affected attractiveness. In 1959, 
the largest numbers were captured 

in the standard electric trap and 
the lowest in the red. In 1960, 
the largest numbers were taken in 
the red trap and the smallest num

/ 

IIN·27611 

FIGL!RE 12.-Standal'd electric trap fit
ted with four-vaned baffle. 
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TABLE 11.-E./Jec[ ot color of BL t/'aps on their (~tt?"CLctiveness to 

beetles, 1.9.59-60 

Color of tt'aps 

Green .................................. . 

\YlJite .................................. . 

Yellow ............•............•........ 

Red ...........•........................ 

Green and white (standard) ........... . 


Total beetles raptured .................. . 


bel's in the white. The results of 
the two seasons confirmed the be
lief that painting the traps was of 
value solel.\· as a protection against 
weathering. 

Effect of Funnel Diameter on Trap 
Efficiency 

The funnel of a trap directs in
sects coming to the attractant into 
the escape-proof receptacle below. 
Blacklight traps tested previous to 
1961 had the upper edge of th~ 
funnel flush with the outside ver
tical edge of the baffle. This was 
a diameter of l1 a l. inches. A test 
Wa!:; conclucted during 1961 to de
termine whether extending the 
funnel beyond the edge of the baf
fle would increase the efliciency of 

Proportion of total beetles captured 

1959 1%0 
Percellt Pel'cellt 

22 20 
21 18 
19 21 
15 22 
23 19 

Number Numbe'r 
177 1,283_ 

the trap. This might capture 
some of the beetles that strike the 
outside edge of the baffle and ol'Cli
nadly fall beyond the funnel. 

The 15-watt and 30-watt BL 
traps were equipped with the 
standal'll funnel 11%. inches in 
diameter. Others 'were fitted 
with funnels having the same 
~;lope and orifice of three
fourths inch, but a diameter of 14 
inches. This extended the funnel 
slightly more than an inch beyond 
the baffle. Traps with each com
bination of lamp wattage and di
ameter of :funnel were placed in a 
three-replication randomized 
block and exposed for 9 nights. 
The results are summarized in 
table 12. 

TABLE 12.-Ejfect of fUl/lld diallleter of .15- CLnd 30-wettt BL tmps on 
eflcciit'('I/('ss ill capturing beetles, 1.961 

Proportion of total captured with indicated 
lamp wattage and funnel diameter (inches)Xig'ht~ of Total b('etles 

operation captured l5- \\' a tt lamp 30-Watt lan:;p- - 

1Hi 14 11% 14 -
Sumber 1'('/'ct'l!t l'('/'Ct'Ht Peraent Pen!ent 

1 ·... " ........ .......~ 

2 ................ 

3 ·........ ............~ 

4 ................. 

5 ·.......... ........~ 

6 ................... 

7 * " • " ••• ~ • t ....... 


8 .. , ........... ..~ ~ ~ 

9 ·.... .................~ 

Total 01' 
aVPI·ag'E'. 

76 
III 
IGG 
211 
224 

12 
17 
10 
LG 
16 

13 
11 
12 
12 
19 

55 
46 
51 
52 
49 

20 
26 
27 
20 
16 

5% 
!114 

1,109 
l,119 

l2 
10 
11 
10 

13 
11 

9 
13 

40 
37 
47 
39 

35 
42 
33 
38 

4,52(,[ 13 12 46 28 
~--~~.---
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The larger funnel did not in
crease trap efHciency over that of 
the ~maller funnel with either ~ize 
lamp. A~ expected, the 30-watt 
lamp increased catches two to 
three times over the 15-watt lamp. 
Th~'re was no advantage in widen
i ng the funnel beyond the vel·tical 
edge of the battle. The reason for 
the increased caleh with the :30
watt lamp and ~maller funnel is 
unknown. 

Increasing Numbers of Bl lamps in 
Each Trap 

Te::;ting lumps of different wat
tage indicated that trap efIiciency 
wa::; directly related to increa!:ied 
wattage. The 30-watt BL lamp 
wa:; the mO!:it attractive and trap::; 

with this lamp caught two to three 
times more beetles than the 15
watt BL lamp. Glick and Hol
ling!:iworth (5) found that two BL 
lamps were neady three times as 
attracth-e a::; a single lamp in at
tracting pink bollworm moths. 
Adding more lamps per trap as a 
possible means of increasing the 
efticiency of the 15-watt trap with
out increasing its size was 
i11 vestiga ted. 

All the traps in these studies 
were equipped with rom'-vaned 
hames. A lamp \vas mounted 
,'eltically in the center between 
the vanes in a single lamp unit. 
In traps with multiple lamps, they 
were mounted in vertical slots in 
the vanes, as shown in figure 13. 

BN-27612 

FWl'ItF; 13.~Traps with one (.'\), two (In, and four (C) 15-wattBL lamps. 
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Two and four I5-watt lamps in 
a trap were compared with a single 
lamp in 1960. Also, two 30-watt 
lamps per trap were compared 
with a single 30-watt lamp. The 
15- ,,,att traps were placed around 
th( periphery of a large tree and 
exposed for 6 nights. The 30
watt traps \"ere exposed in a 
similar test to 5 nights of flight. 

In two other tests, one in a 
Latin ::;quare block and the other 
around the periphery of a large 
tree, two 15-waU lamps in a trap 
were compared with a ::;ingle 30
watt lamp. The::;e were exposed 
for 4 and 5 nights, respectively, in 
1960. 

Placing two lamps in each trap 
fell far short of doubling the efIi
t'iency of the trap with either the 
15- or 30-watt lamps. Four 
iamp:4 were l't:!quil'eci to double the 
efficiency of the I5-watt trap (table 
13). Al:4o, when compared with 

a Bing-Ie 30-watt lamp in each trap, 
two I5-watt lamps per trap failed 
to increase its efficiency. The 30
watt lamp was still three times 
more effective (table 14). In
crea~ing the numbers of lamps in 
a trap was not a practical method 
of increasing its efficiency in 
attracting and capturing beetles. 

Position of 30-Watt BL Lamp in Trap 
and Effect on Chafer Catches 

In observing flights a round the 
:30-watt BL lamps, it appeared 
that chafer beetles were attracted 
only to the lJottom half. No bee
tles were seen fiying to the upper 
half of the lamp. Placing the 
lamp in a horizontal position 
seemed to offer the possibility of 
utilizing its entire length for at 
tracting beetles. Construction of 
a more compact trap was also pos
~;ible with the lamp in this position. 

TABLE I3.-Effect of inc)'('asing lwmbeni 0/15- and 30-11'ntt BL lan1ps 

Lamp wattage 

and nights 


of opel'ation 


15 WATTS 

1 . ............... 

2 ..... ........... 

3 ...••..••••.••.. 
4 ...............• 

5 .....•.......... 

6 ••••..•..••...•. 

Total or 
avemgc .. 

30 WATTS 


1 ............... . 

2 ............... . 

3 .............. .. 

4 .............. .. 

5 ............... . 


Total or 
average .. 

])el' tnt)) on beetle catches, 1.960 

Proportion of total captured in 

Total beetles 
captut'ed 

]\'lIl1lbl')' 

26 
38 

142 
224 
327 
426 

llamp 

traps ,dth

19 
13 
18 
29 
22 
21 

I: 2 lamps 

Pel'cent 
16 
50 
47 
27 
29 
30 

1,183 20 33 

473 
489 
576 
726 

1,045 

39 
42 
48 
39 
46 

61 
58 
52 
61 
54 

3,309 43 57 

4 lamps 

Percent 
65 
37 
35 
44 
49 
49 

46 

.............. . 


.............. . 


.............. . 


.............. . 


.............. . 


.............. . 
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TABLE 14.-Compa1·ison of two 15-wcdt BL lamps pe1' tmp 'With single 

30-'Wc~tt BL lamp on beetle cCLtches ,in 2 locations, 1960 


Trap 
location and 

nights of Total beetles 
opel'ation captl1l:ed 

LATIN SQUARE 
BLOCK Number 


1 ................ . 33 

2 ................ . 42 

3 ................ . 117 

4 ................ , 122 


Total or 

average. " . 314 


AROUND PERlPHERY 

OF LARGE TREE 


1 ................ . 288 

2 ............... .. 373 

3 ................ . 255 

4 ................ . 667 

5 ................ . 383 


Total or 
average .... 1,966 

A trap was made to hold the 30
watt lamp in a horizontal position. 
A horizontal trough below the 
lamp was tapered on the two sides 
and ends to have a alt.-inch longi
tudinal opening into the recepta
C'le. Th is trap was compared 
with a 30-watt vertical trap 'with
out ,a baffle. The two traps were 
placed under a large tree and their 
position was rotated daily. They 
were exposed for only a few nights 
to low populations of beetles at the 
e,nd of the 1959 and 1960 seasons. 
During the 1963 season the same 
two tr'aps were similarly exposed 
for 24 nights to heavy populations. 
The traps were rotated daily. 

The results of all three seasons 
are summarized in table 15 by 
comparing catches over 2 nights 
after each trap had occupied each 
position once. This constituted a 
series. The vertical trap caught 

Proportion of total captured 
in traps with

~~___~_____ ""m~"_ ~___" ___"""",,<_~ ___._ 

Two 15-watt One 3D-watt 
lamps lamp 

Percent Pe?'cent 
18 82 

29 71 

30 70 

22 78 


25 75 

.~~~-~.-, - '.. ~. 

,---.---~. ~ 

28 72 

26 74 

27 73 

28 72 

26 74 


27 73 


4,\-:) times more beetles tha.n the 
horizontal trap in very low popu
lations of beetles during the first 
two seasons. During the 1963 
season with high populations the 
vertical trap caught more beetles 
in two-thirds of the 12 series, but 
the total captured by each trap 
was nearly the same. Results of 
only the odd-numbered series are 
given as representative of the 
entire test in 1963. 

Design Ol' 15·Watt Bl Traps With Baf· 
fles and Effect on Chafer Catches 
After determining that baffles 

should be an essential part of the 
trap, attempts were made to mod
ify the design from that of the 
standard electric trap with baffles. 
To have baffles, six additional 
parts have to be assembled-too 
many to make it a simple trap. 
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T~BLE 15.-EfJect of vet'lical and horizontal 7Jositions of SO-watt BL 
lam)J'in tnt]) on beetle catches, 1959-60 and 1963 

Year 
anti 

seri('s 

1959 AND 1H60 
1 ............... .. 

2 ........ , ....... . 

3 ........ , ...... .. 

4 ............... .. 


'l'otal or 
aVCl'llgc ..•. 

IH63 
1 ................ . 

3 ................ . 

5 ................ . 

7 ................ . 

9 ............... .. 

11 ............... . 


Total or 
aVl.'rage .... 

Total beetles 
captured 

NUII/lier 
,19 
31 
19 

3 

102 

6,250 
8,:330 
2,6'-j7 
1,481 

555 
265 

14,548 

Proportion of total captured with 
lamp placed-

Vertically Hodzoutally 

Percen't 
80 20 
68 32 
79 21 

100 o 

82 18 

41 59 
53 47 
60 40 
61 39 
51 49 
49 51 

48 

In 1960. a 15-watt trap was de
Bigned following the principles of 
the aluminum trap (fig. 11). The 
lamp was mounted in a vertical 
cutoutin the center of a 12- by 21
inch sheet of 28-gage galvanized 
iron. This made two opposite 
vanes of the four-vaned baffle. 
The other two opposite vanes ,vere 
attached to the former with hinges 
t'iO they would open at right angles. 

For additional simplicity, a 15
watt trap (fig. 14) was clesigned 
bat'ied on information obtained 
with the various experimental 
models. This trap is referred to 
ClB the European chafer beetle sur
vey trap UJ) and is now in general 
use in survey operations by the 
Plant Pest Control Division. 
With the exception of having a 
slightly larger baffle, overall di
mensions of 12 by 24 inches, and 
a 12V,.-il1ch funnel, it was essen
tially the same as the others. 
This trap is wired to operate on 
either a.c. or d.c. circuit fl'om 
storage batteries. 

DN-27613 

FIGURE 14.-European chafer beetle 
survey trap. 
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,:

These three traps and the stand Proportion of total 
ard trap without baffle were ex beetles captured

Tmp design (percent)posed in 1961 in a Latin square 
Trap with hinged baffle .......... 27
block for 9 nights. The results European chafer beetle survey

with various designs of the 15- trap with baffle ............... 31 
watt BL traps on beetle catches 
when 2,086 beetles were captured 
were as follows: All the baffled traps captured 

P1'oportion of total twice as many chafer beetles as the 
beetles captund unbaffled standard and demon

T'rap design (percent) strated again that baffles are es
Standard electric trap without sential for maximum efficiency.baffle ........................... 14 

Standard electric trap with The three baffled traps showed 

baffle ........................... 28 essentially the same effectiveness. 

ELIMINATION OF EXTRANEOUS INSECTS 

Since blacklight traps capture same numbers of beetles were cap
many nocturnal insects, they have tured, but even the largest Euro
to be serviced more frequently than pean chafer beetle was able to es
chemical traps. Otherwise the ca:'e through the lh,-inch mesh 
clecomposition of the accumulated screen. No chafer beetle regard

insects becomes objectionable, and less of its size escaped through the 

a cletailed search has to be made Yu-inch mesh screen. 

through the debris to ascertain In 1960, the 15-watt BL traps

European chafer catches. Two were equipped with three modifi
approaches were taken toward al cations of the receptacles-with
leviating this problem-to permit :l'~(i-inch holes in the bottom, with 
insects smaller than the chafer to "Yi;-inch mesh hardware cloth bot
escape from the receptacle and to tom, and with 7r;-inch mesh 
exclude insects larger than the hardware cloth bottom and sides. 

chafer. A plastic bag covered each recep


tacle to retain the small insects 

Elimination of Small Insects that would otherwise escape. 


These traps were placed around 

During 1959, the 15-watt BL the periphery of a large tree and 


traps were fitted with I-pint re exposed for 5 nights. These re

ceptacles modified as follows: sults are summarized in table 16. 

(1) With :Xr;-inch holes drilled By having %r;-inch holes in 
in the bottom, (2) with the same the bottom of the receptacle, 57 
size holes extending up the sides, percent of the total insect catch 
and (3) with the bottom half of was retained. This was further 
the receptacles replaced with Vs-, decreased to 38 percent by replac
~r;-, and %.-inch mesh hardware ing the entire bottom with %
cloth. Traps with these recepta inch mesh screen. Replacing the 
cles were placed in a Latin square sides of the container with the 
block and exposed for 3 nights. same size screen did not reduce 
Each receptacle was enclosed in a the accu;nulation. 'Had the traps 
plastic bag to determine whether not been emptied daily, the screen 
chafers escaped. Essentially the sides would undoubtedly have 
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TABLE I6.-Retention of small cmd 1(~1'ge insects th1'ough modifications 
in t'rap 1"eceptacle cmd funnel opening, 1959-60 

Modifications 
of trap 

---~--~I----
RECEPTACLE 

=¥to-inch holes in 
bottom ......... . 

!II-inch mesh screen 
bottom ......... . 

H)-inch mesh screen 
bottom and sides . 

FUNNEL OPENING 

% inch ........... . 
% inch ........... . 
ItA inches ........ . 

eliminated much 

1-------_.. .--.- .-..-  .' 

61 215 19 
54 335 37 
55 450 61 

-------~---------~--------

-~r-~~~--'--

Chafer Volume of Proportion of 

beetles all insects total catch 


captured captured retained 
--- - +-_.- ,.------ -\---------
Nwmber Gc. Pe1'cent 

137 485 57 

119 525 38 

121 625 36 

more of the ac
cumulation, because the. entire 
bottom surface would have become 
covered. 

Exclusion of large Insects by Modify
ing Funnel Opening 

In an attempt to eliminate in
sects larger than the chafer, the 
same traps were fitted with fun
nels with openings of %, 0/1" and 
11,.{1, inches. The standard electric 
trap has the l1/.j,-inch opening. 
All funnels were fitted with re
ceptacles having %-inch mesh 
screens in the bottom. The re
ceptacles were again enclosed 
with plastic bags to retain the 
smaller insects normally escaping. 
These traps were exposed for 
8 nights. The results are also 
summarized in table 16. 

European chafer catches were 
not altered by reducing the fun
nel opening from 11,.{j, to % inch, 
but the total catch of other insects 
was reduced by approximately 50 
percent. The 'Vs-inch opening, 
however, is considered too small 
for general use because it can be
come clogge(t much more easily 
than the larger openings. A %.
inch opening \vas considered the 
smallest that should be used. 

With the :%.-inch funnel opening, 
total catch of extraneous insects 
was reduced by 25 percent. This 
prevention of capture plus the 
elimination of the smaller insects 
alleviated the problem of accumu
lating extraneous insects. A com
parison of the insects retained is 
apparent in figure 15. 

Because of the relatively cool 
nights in western New York, 
catches of extraneous insects are 
very light compared with those in 
the more southern areas. Plant 
Pest Control Division personnel 
conducting survey operations re
port that in many areas the flight 
of insects is so heavy that the 1
pint receptacle fills up in 1 night, 
and under such conditions the %,
inch opening occasionally becomes 
plugged. 

Exclusion of large Insects by Screen· 
ing Funnel 

A screen disk placed in the fun
nel immediately below the bottom 
edge of the batHe should reduce 
the problem of plugging because 
the area involved is larger. This 
method of eliminating large in
sects was studied in 1962. 

Five 15-watt BL traps with 
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four-vaned batHes and with fun
nel openings of three-fourths inch 
were placed in a semicircle around 
a large tree. No screen was 
placed in the funnel of one trap. 
A 6-inch disk was cut from hard
ware cloth of ~~~-, ~;:l-, ~h and %
inch mesh. One of these was 
placed in the funnel of each of 
the other four traps. These were 
held in a horizontal position by 
the bottom of the batHe. They 
were exposed to flights of beetles 
fClt· 20 nights. The traps were 
!'otated daily, and a series was 
completed when each of the five 
traps occupied each position once. 
Four complete series were run. 
When beetles were counted daily, 
the other insects were killed and 
retained for determining the total 
volume of insects captured by 
each trap. 

Decreasing the size of mesh in 

the screen disk progressively de
creased the volume of extraneous 
insects caught, as shown in table 
17. The 1 :)-inch screen reduced 
the volume by 40 percent, and the 
~/~~-inch screen practically elimi
nated the extraneous insects cap
tured and retained. However, 
mesh smaller than one-half inch 
also reduced the numbers of Euro
pean chafers caught. The ll.q
inch screen reduced catches 
slightly and the 1/.~-inch mesh re
ducecl catches by 50 percent over 
that of the unscreened funnel. 
The :\,.- and l~-inch screens had 
no adverse effect on beetle catches 
and, in fact, catches with the Y2
inch mesh screen were consist
ently better than without the 
screen. The use of a disk of 1;'2
inch mesh in the funnel should 
greatly alleviate the problem of 
accumulating extraneous insects. 

B c 


8"'-27614 

FIGURE 15.-Capture and retentil)n of extraneous insects: Top row, larger insects 
captured by trap with (It) 114-, (B) 74 -, and (C) %-inch funnel openings j note 
numerous European chafer adults in each group. Bottom row, smaller insects 
that escaped through ';)-inch mesh bottom of receptacles. 
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TABLE 17.-Effect of size of mesh -in SC1'een disk in funnel of BL traps 
on captu1'ing beetles and 1'etaining e;"Ctraneou,sinsects, 196'2 

~..• - ....~ -- '"-"-"'-- -.~-.-... . •..., ......._. _. .-. '.'
_ 
Proportion of total chafer beetles captured in 

Total each trap with indicated size mesh (inch) in disk 
beetles I- --.--... ....~ y'''' ....- .~. " 

Series captured No 
screen 

--1-'---+ * If.! 73 ~ 

NI£ mbe'" Percent Percent PCI'cent Percent Percent 
1 ................ . 762 21 21 29 17 12 
2 ................ . 487 22 31 24 13 10 
3 .............. .. 336 20 12 28 ')_0 15 
4 ............... .. 

Total or 1average. . . - --,. 

111 

1,696 
-~,. 

26 

22 

21 

21 

33 

28 

15 

18 

5 

10 

Extraneous insects G'c. Cc. Cc. Cc. Cc. 
retained ................. . --.  ..-  . - . - 475 415 275 110 .25 

LOCATION OF TRAPS IN RELATION TO TREES 


It was evident in 1958 (14) 
that chafer beetles first flew to the 
trees before being attracted to 
blacklight. Traps placed under a 
large tree to which they flew cap
tured more beetles than those 
placed in an adjacent open field. 
Comprehensive studies were con
ducted during the following three 
summers to determine the effect 
of position of trap in relation to 
trees on captut'ing beetles. 

location of Traps From Tree Trunk to 
Open Field 

Five traps were placed 40 or 50 
feet apart in a straight line from 
the trunk of a tree to a distance of 
160 or 200 feet in an adjoining 
open field. Tests were conducted 
at three locations. The second 
trap from the tree trunk was 
placed under the periphery of the 
outermost branches in all but one 
test. Environmental conditions 
differed considerably at the three 
locations. 

A large black walnut tree, ap
proximately 90 feet high, at the 
reat: of the Phelps Laboratory was 

one of the sites. Characteristic 
of this species, the foliage was 
sparse enough so that a consider
able amount of sky was visible di
rectly overhead from the base of 
the tree. Many incandescent 
street lamps that burned all night 
on nearby streets and parking lots 
were visible from the tree. The 
standard 15-watt BL traps with
out baffles were placed at 40-foot 
intervals to 160 feet, the maxi
mum distance of open space avail
able. In 1959, these traps were 
operated for 13 nights and then 
replaced for an additional 4 nights 
with unbaffled 30-watt BL traps. 
The results of these two tests are 
summarized in table 18. 

A large maple tree, also about 
90 feet high, on the Pollot farm 
near the Phelps Laboratory was 
sufficiently dense that virtually 
no sky was visible directly over
head. In contrast to the first 
site, the only illumination other 
than the BL lamps came from an 
occasional passing car. During 
1960, five 15-watt BL traps with
out baffles were placed 40 feet 
apart to a distance of 160 feet and 
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operated for 13 nights. During 
1961, the same traps were placed 
at 50-foot intervals to a distance 
of 200 feet and again operated for 
13 nights. These were replaced 
with the baffled 15-watt European 
chafer beetle survey trap ([1) and 
operated for an additional 6 
nights. The results of these two 
tests are also summarized in table 
IS. 

The third site, on the Bagley 
farm near Newark, N.Y., cen
tered around a small maple tree, 
about :~O feet tall, that was 
equally as dense as the maple tree 
on the Pollot farm. Unlike the 
other two sites the onl\' illumina
tion at this site came fl:om the BL 
lamps. The second trap was at 
least :30 feet beyond the periphery 
of the outermost branches. Five 
baffled traps each equipped with 
two I5-watt BL lamps were 
plaeed at 50-foot intervals to a 
<listance of 200 feet and operated 
for 5 nights. These results are 
also summarized in table 18. 

In every test the trap placed 
immediately adjacent to the tree 

trunk captured approximately 
two-thirds of all the beetles taken. 
The trap under the periphery of 
the outermost branches caught 
from 17 to 28 percent. The first 
two traps caught more than 80 
percent of all the beetles taken in 
the five traps. Beyond this im
mediate area of the tree, catches 
were uniformly low regardless of 
the distance from the tree and 
amounted to less than 10 percent 
at each location. Density of foli
age did not alter the response of 
beetles to the trap next to the 
trunk or at the periphery of the 
branches. Other nearby illumi
nation produced no apparent ef
fect on the response of beetles to 
blacklight. Baffling the traps did 
not alter the response of beetles 
to the traps in relation to the 
trees. 

Location of Trap Entirely Under Canopy 
of Tree 

Even though a trap immedi
ately adjacent to the trunk was a 
more favorable location than at 

TABLE l8.-Elfect of loccttion of trap in relctiion to trees on attmcting 
ctncl c((ptul"in{J beetles ctt .'] locations, 1959-61 

Proportion of total captured when trap was 
Trap location Total at indicated distance (feet) from tree trunk 

and lamp beetles 
wattage eaptu red 0_ I. 4~ . 80 12~._. _ :~_ 

Phelps Laboratory:' Sl!miler Percent Percent Pel'cent Percent Pel'cent 
15 watts .•........ 480 65 23 5 4 3 
30 watts ......... . 811 64 19 4 4 9 

Pollot farm, 15 watts' .. . 432 67 28 2 1 2 
-.--

Total or average .. 1,723 G5 23 4 3 5 

0 50 100 150 200 

Pollot farm, 15 watts: 
Without baffle ..... 2,395 77 17 2 
With 4-vaned baffle. 5,802 G9 22 3 

Bagley farm, 15 watts' .. 480 GG 16 7 

'r0tal or avemge ..1 8,G77 71 18 4 

'Trap without baffle. 
l Trap with 4-vaned baffle. 
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the periphery of the branches, it 
was not known whether it would 
function equally as well if placed 
away from the trunk but still well 
under the canopy. By being 
placed immediately adjacent to 
the trunk its efficiency may be re
duced by being partially invisible 
from the opposite side of the 
trunk. Also, the nearness to the 
trunk exposed it to greater light
ning hazards by arcing to the 
trap and following the extension 
cord to the source of electricity. 

During 1962, five 15-watt BL 
traps with four-vaned baffles were 
placed 61~ feet apart in a line 
from the trunk toward the pe
riphery to a distance of 26 feet. 
The outermost branches of this 
tree had a radius of 40 to 50 feet. 
During the first 5 nights the line 
extended southwest from the 
trunk and during the second 5 
nights it extended southeast. To 
eliminate any small differences due 
to individual lamps or traps, they 
were rotated daily. The results 
are given in table 19. 

Beginning with the outermost 
trap in the southwest quadrant, 
the numbers of beetles captured 
tended to increase as the traps ap
proached the trunk. 'With the 
traps in the southeast quadrant, 
the numbers tended to increase 

as the traps approached the pe
riphery. The prevailing westerly 
winds caused the beetles to con
gregate in the center and on the 
east side of the tree and affected 
the catches at each position ac
cordingly. It was evident that 
traps need not be placed immedi
ately adjacent to the trunk, but 
for maximum effectiveness they 
should be placed well under the 
canopy of the tree. 

Accidental Catches of Chafers in BL 
Traps Under Trees 

After the beetles settle in the 
trees for mating, some of the 
pairs fall to the ground. It has 
been speculated that many of the 
beetles captured in BL traps 
would have fallen into the traps 
irrespective of the ultraviolet ra
diation. The possibility of this 
accidental catch of beetles was 
studied neal' the end of the 1961 
season. 

Two European chafer beetle 
survey traps (9) with 15-watt BL 
lamps were placed on opposite 
sides within 3 feet of the trunk of 
the large maple tree. When one 
lamp was burned, the opposite 
trap was completely in the 
shadow of the trunk. Only one 
trap was burned each night, al-

TABLE 19.-Effect of location of t?'Up uncleI' tree on ccL]Jt'lll'ing beetles, 
1.962 

Distance Proportion of beetles captured with traps in
of trap 

from trunk Southwest Southeast 
(feet) quadrant quadrant Average 

-~--."..--.,~-" 

Percent Percent Percent 
0 ................ . 20 15 18 
6¥.. .............. . 2.7 21 24 
13 ............•... 26 17 22 
19¥.. ............. . 18 23 20 
26 ............... . 

Total beetles Sumber 

9 

Number 

24 16 
- -,... ~ ... 

captured ....... . 3.650 --- 3,933 . .................. 
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ternating between the two. Dur
ing 6 nights the illuminated trap 
caught 792 beetles; the nonillu
minated trap caught 20 beetles. 
Even these few may have been 
captured through stimulation by 
the opposite trap. 

On the following 6 nights one 
of the traps was removed com
pletely from the site and the re
maining trap was burned every 

other night. During the 3 nights 
that it burned, it caught 112 bee
tles. During the 3 nights it did 
not burn, it caught no beetles 
even though flight conditions 
were just as favorable on these 
nights. This limited study dem
onstrated that the incidence of 
accidental catches by beetles sim
ply falling into traps is very low 
to nonexistent. 

REACTION OF CHAFERS TO Bl TRAPS 

Effect of Height of Bl Traps on Chafer 
Catches 

Practically all comparisons of 
BL traps were made by hanging 
them from standard-length steel 
rods. This placed the top of the 
trap at approximately 5 feet. 
The height at the bottom varied 
considerably because of differ
ences in length of lamps of (lif
ferent wattage. The 30-watt 
lamp, the most attractive tested, 
was the longest and hung nearest 
the ground. Chandler et al. (1) 
indicated that twice as many May 
beetles were taken in 15-watt BL 
traps 2 feet from the ground than 
at 4 feet. Also, Glick et al. (6) 
found that more pink bollworm 
moths were taken at 2 feet than 
at 4 feet. 

The relative attractiveness of 
the 15-watt BL trap at two 
heights was compared with the 
attractiveness of the 30-watt BL 
trap. They were placed around 
the periphery of a large maple 
tree for 6 nights in 1960. Two 
15-watt traps were hung so the 
top of the funnel was 42 inches 
from the ground, the normal 
height when using standard
length rods. Two others were 
hung with the top of the funnel 
at 21 inches. Two 30-watt traps 

were hung also with the top of 
the funnel at 21 inches, the 
normal height when using the 
standard-length rods. These 
results are summarized in table 
20. 

Considerable variation in the 
density of chafer flights existed 
during this period. The 30-watt 
traps caught approximately twice 
as many beetles as the 15-watt 
traps at either height. This dif
ference in relative attradiveness 
of the two corresponded to results 
of other comparisons. This test 
demonstrated that the height of 
the 15-watt traps had little effect 
on their efficiency, and that the 
greater efficiency of the 30-watt 
traps was due to their greater 
ultraviolet output rather than to 
their relative height. 

Response of Chafers to Bl Traps 
Throughout Night 

As darkness approaches, the 
beetles emerge from the ground 
and fly to nearby trees and shrubs. 
Response of beetles to ultraviolet 
radiation during this period has 
never been noted but commences 
after they have flown to the trees. 
Preliminary studies in 1958 (14) 
showed that beetles responded to 
blacklight at least from 9 p.m. to 
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TABLE 20.-Relati've attmcti'L1eness of 15- cmd 30-watt BL lamps ,in 

traps (Ll different heights on beetle cCLtches, 1960 

Proportion of total captured 

at indicated lamp wattage 


Nights of Total beetles 
 and tt'ap height (inches) I 
"~'- .._---,-,operation captured 15 watts 30 watts 

42 21 21 

Xumber Pe'rcent Percent Percent 
1 .............. .. 29 28 17 55 

2 ............... . 341 17 31 52 

3 ............... . 351 18 28 54 

4 ............... . 589 18 30 52 

5 ............... . 753 29 24 47 

6 ............... . 940 26 25 49


1---. , 
Total 01' 

average .... 3,003 23 26 52 
."".~L....-~",__.,~~_ 

I To top edge of funnel from ground. 

TABLE 21.-Res}Jonse of beetles to BLtmps CLt dij)'el'ent -intervals of 
night ut 2/ocations, J,CJ6'0-61 

Trap Proportion of total beetles captured at indicated season 
location 

and time of Midseason Late Midscason Late 
night 1%0 19BO 1961 1961 Average 

PHELPS 
LABORATORY Percent P!'rC('nt Percent, Pcrcent Percent 


8-9 .....•....... 1 19 3 12 9 

9-10 .......•.... 27 31 40 43 35 

10-11 ......... .. 21 19 18 19 19 

11-12 •....•.....• 6 3 9 4 6 

12-1 ............ . 3 1 5 2 3 

1-2 ............ . 2 2 4 o 2 

2-3 .......•...... 4 o 5 4 3 

3-4 ........•..•. , 7 8 5 2 6 

4-5 ............. . 12 B 7 10 9 

5-6 ............. . 17 1l. 4 4 9 


Total beetles .\·umbel' lVlLlIlbt'r Xwnbe)' Nnm/n'I'
captured ...... . 438 170 799 51 

POI.LO'I' ~'AI("I PI'I'C('ilt Percent Percent PCI'ccnt Percent 
8-9 •............. 5 7 7 48 17 
9-10 .......•..... 63 40 54 19 4,1 
10-11 ..•.•...•..• 10 7 17 9 11 
11-12 ........... . B 7 8 5 6 
12-1 ............ . 3 13 3 5 6 
1-2 ..........•... 1 o 1. o < 1 
2-3 ......•....... 1 o 1. o < 1 
3-4 ., ........... . 1 o 3 9 3 
4-5 ... , ......... . 2 6 4 o 3 
5-6 .•.•...... , .. . 8 20 2 5 9'''.' ,+.. 
Total beetles XUII/bel' Sumber SUIII/il'l' N ILlItbc'r 
captured .......1 1,93B 15 4,B38 21 .......... . 

'. -,. "',," ,-, -- ..-,- ,'- . 
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about 6 a.m., with a period of low 
response shortly after midnight. 
No beetles were captured after 6 
a.m. Additional studies were 
made during the following three 
summers at different sites and 
at different periods of seasonal 
flight. All time recorded is 
daylight saving time. 

These studies were made with 
I5-watt BL traps under trees at 
four locations during midseason 
of all 3 years. Additional stud
ies near the end of the flight sea
Bon were made during the second 
and third years. 

Beginning at 9 p.m. beetles 
were removed from the traps once 
each hour until 6 a.m. The final 
examinations were made after 8 
a.m. Each round of trap visita
tion required 20 to 30 minutes and 
was started sufficiently early so 
that the last trap was emptied by 
the end of the hour. Each test 
called for 5 nights' study, but 
rainstorms reduced it to 4 nights 
in two of the four tests. 

Studies during 1960 included 4 
nights during midseason on July 
5-8 and 5 nights near the end of 
the season on July 25-29. Heavy 
flights were encountered during 
the first period anel very light 
flights during the second period. 

Studies during the 1961 season 
included 5 nights during the peak 
flight period of July 10-14 and 4 
flights near the end of the .Season 
)h August 1-7. The results of 
the four most comprehensive tests 
are summarized in table .2l. 

These studies confirmed previ
ous results in that the beetles re
sponded to ultraviolet radiation 
from shortly before 9 p.m., e.d.t., 
throughout the night to shortly 
before 6 a.m. All the catches be
fore 9 p.m. occurred within 10 to 
15 minutes of the hour. 

From 55 to 86 percent of all the 
beetles captured for the night 

were taken before midnight. 
This was followed by a period of 
low beetle activity between mid
night and 3 a.m., with captures 
varying from 3 to 14 percent of 
the total. After this there was a 
period of slightly increased re
sponse until shortly before 6 
a.m., with captures varying from 
9 to 36 percent. Dawn com
menced about 4 :15 to 4 :30 a.m., 
and the level of illumination at 
5 :30 a.m. when all remaining bee
tles left the trees corresponded to 
that at 9 p.m. No beetles were 
ever taken after 6 a.m. From 86 
to 95 percent of all beetles taken 
were captured before midnight 
and after 3 a.m. 

Although large differences in 
hourly response of beetles oc
cUlTed on severa] occasions, the 
location, density of beetle flight, 
period of seasonal flight, and year 
of flight had no consistent effect 
on the nightly response. The 
largest deviation occurred before 
9 p.m. on the Pollot farm during 
late 1961 when 48 percent of the 
nightly catches were taken before 
9 p.m. This condition could have 
been caused by darkness coming 
earlier in the evening this late in 
the season. These studies indi
cated that beetles respond to ul
traviolet radiation throughout the 
night, with the greatest response 
taking place before midnight. 

Reaction of Chafers Around BL Traps 
Numerous attempts were made 

to observe the reaction of beetles 
as they flew to BL traps. The 
BL lamps do not illuminate 
enough of the surrounding area 
to make possible following beetles 
for any appreciable distance as 
they approach the trap. They 
are first observed only 3 to 4 feet 
from the lamp as they are rapidly 
flying directly toward it. This is 
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in contrast to the reaction of bee
tles around chemically baited 
traps, where they dart in and out 
and may circle the trap several 
times before they strike it. 
Around BL traps, however, most 
of the beetles fly stmight into the 
trap and are deflected into the 
funnel and captured. A few bee
tles after once stl'iking the trap 
ma\' come to rest on it.s surface. 
A .much greater proportion of 
beetles that make contact are 
('aught with the BL traps than 
with the chemical traps. 

DUI'ing periods of heavy flight 
many beetles ha \' € been seen rest
ing near the trap either on the 
ground or on vegetation, as shown 
in figure 16. DUl'ing periods of 

peak flight as much as 5 pints of 
beetles (approximately 5,000) 
h~we been captured in 1 night in 
a single trap placed under a large 
tree where heavy populations 
congregated. 

Sexual Response of Chafers to BL 
Traps 

The normal sex ratio of reared 
beetles was found to be two males 
to one female (Gyrisco et al. 7). 
Chemically baited traps may cap
ture a ratio of 20 or more males 
to 1 female early in the season. 
During miciseasoll, the proportion 
of sexes in flight approaches 1:1; 
then males continue to increase 
again to the end of the flight sea
son. Preliminary information on 

BN-27615 

FIGURE 16.-European chafer beetles 	resting on vegetation (arrows) around BL 
trap. 
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the attractiveness of blacklight 
to beetles was obta.ined late dur
ing the 1958 season. Of the 357 
beetles captured, G2 percent were 
females. These studies were con
tinued during the foIlowing two 
summers. 

Sex ratios of beetles attracted 
to BL traps were determined dur
ing the early, midseason, and late 
flights at three locations in 1959 
and repeated at two of the same 
locations in 1960. The early
season studies were made prior to 
peak flights, midseason during 
peak tligh ts, and late-season stud
ies after peak flights as the beetle 
populations were diminishing. 
Traps uncler large trees in these 
areas placed there in connection 
with other studies were emptied 
daily ancl beetles were sexed. 
The results of these determina
tions are summarized in table 22. 
During the 1960 midseason flights 
the i:;ex ratio of beetles was de
termined at hourly intervals in 
connection with the study of 

beetle response throughout the 
night. 

Fo!' a given summer, sex ratios 
varied FIOre between locations 
than between different periods of 
the same season. The highest 
proportion of females was cap
tured in 1959 at the Phelps Lab
oratory, where it varied from 53 
to 66 percent. The lowest pro
portion was captured at the Pollot 
farm in 1960, where it varied 
from 27 to 30 percent. The aver
age percentage of females from 
all locations was much lower dur
ing the second year, with 38 per
cent as compared with 53 percent 
in 1959. The time of night had 
no pronounced effect on sex ratios 
during the 1960 midseason, but 
the proportion of females tended 
to increai:;e after 2 to 3 a.m. The 
pronounced response of females 
to BL traps as compared to chemi
cally baited traps has been useful 
in collecting large numbers of 
gravid females for use in other 
investigations. 

TABLE 22.-Sc.nwl response of heetles to BL tmps cZm-ing 3 pe1'iods 
of flight CLt 3 locations, 1959-60 

Total Proportion of 
Period in beetles captured females in total 
flight and .- ... ---- '--'" --_..--_.--,----- 

trap location 1959 1960 1959 1960 
-. --.-..... - --I,· .-,. -----1------

EARLY 
Phelps Sumbc/' Number Percent Pel'cent 
Laboratory 116 799 53 52 

Pollot farm ..... 223 1,145 46 27 
Abenshene farm. 88 45 .............. ... ............. \ 


MIDSEASON 
Phelps 

Laboratory .•... 382 438 66 44 
Pollot farm ..... 442 1,936 51 27 
Abenshene farm. 102 52 .............. . 

LATE 
Phelps 
Laboratory ....• 115 204 58 46 

Pollot farm ..•.. 157 1,271 57 30 
Abenshene farm. 112 ................ 47 .............. .~ 

~~~.~~--~I-----~.- -----4------
Total or 
average 1,737 5,793 53 38 

,-.-~'--~-~. '"~"'.-.,~ .. ~~.~.,-~,~.~~ 
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EFFICIENCYOFBL TRAPS 

Relation to Chemical Traps 	 in the latter. Additional com
parisons on the efficiency of BL 

In preliminary comparisons traps over chemically baited traps 
during 1958, a 15-watt BL trap we.re made in 1959 and 1960 with 
caught up to 70 times more chafer two levels of infestation. 
beetles than the best chemically During 1959, 15-watt BL traps 
baited trap on hand. A 3:1 mix and chemically baited traps were 
ture by volume of Java citronella placed in a 5 by 5 Latin square 
oil and eugenol was the attractant block in an open field where the 

TABLE 23.-Relcdive e/Jedh'eness oj 15-11'att BL and chemically baited 
traps in cCLpturing beetles from infested and noninfested fields, 
195.9-60 

"_~_•.....,.._o~,. ...-.. _~ _ ~•. ___ 

Proportion of total captured 

.... 

Year, trap 
location, and 

nights of operation 

1.959 
Lightly infested 

field: 
1 ............. . 
2 
3 
4 
5 ............ .. 
6 ............. . 
7 ............. . 
8 ............ .. 
9 ............. . 
10 ........... .. 

Total beetles 
captUred 

NHmber 

179 
60 
42 
38 
36 
35 
27 
26 
23 

5 

" -~-

BL 
trap 

PCI'cent 

28 
10 
64 
53 
58 
89 
37 
46 
52 
40 

._------
Chemical 

trap 

Pe'rcent 

72 
90 
36 
47 
42 
11 
63 
54 
48 
60 

Total or 
average .•.• 

Noninfested field: 
1 ............. . 
2 ............. . 
3 ............. . 
4 ............ .. 
5 .. .. , .. o • 

6 ... .. .. 
7 ... .. 
8 .. .. 
9 .. .. .. 
10 

'" ... .. ... 
11 * •• " .' 
12 .. .... 
13 .. .. ... .. 
14 .. .. .. .. 
15 . .. 
16 .. .. .. 

471 
:.:.:~" ...-~~-..:..;.;.;::.--+ 

74 
58 
47 
35 
23 
18 
16 
10 

7 
7 
8 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 

. ---~------.-~-

-

48 

97 
95 
98 

100 
96 

100 
94 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

52 

3 
5 
2 
0 
4 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-~----.....-,.-,- ~ 

Total or 
average 316 99 

I=cc -~..-- ,- -, ,---.~ ~ ~=b, 
1 
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TABLE 23.-Relative ejJect'iveness. of 15-watt BL and chemically baited 
traps in captming beetles f7'om infested and noninfested fields, 
1959-60-Continued 

Year, trap 
location, and 

nights of operation 

1960 

Lightly infested 

field: 
1 ............. 
2 •• -t ......... , •• 


3 .............. 1'. 


4 • ,. ... ~ .. ;0. ........ 


5 	 ............. 
Total or 
average .... 

Noninfested field:' 
1 ................ 
2 	 .............. 

3 	.............. 

4 	,............... 

5 	 .............. 

6 	 .. , ........... 

7 	 .............. 

8 	 ....... ,.. ...... 

Total or 

Total beetles 
captured 

Nwnber 
70 

53 

28 

16 

12 
- ---.~.----<,---+-

179 

-,---- --~-. ~.......... 


-~~ 

1,386 

446 

310 

9a 

18 

15 


2 


- 1 


average .. , , 2,274 
-.~ _._._--_..•- '--.~~..- .• --~... 

"Weeks of operation. 

chafer population during the 
spring averaged one grub per 2 
square feet. Traps were exposed 
during midseason for 10 nights. 
In another test, five chemical 
traps were placed in single line 
in the middle of an open :field 
where spring surveys yielded vir
tually no grubs. Five BL traps 
were placed under a tree more 
than 50 feet tall at the edge of the 
same field. These traps were 
compared for 16 nights. The re
sults of these tests are summa
rized in 'table 23. 

In the open field where an in
festation occurred, both types of 
traps were about equally ·effective 
for the entire test although their 
effectiveness varied considerably 
from night to night. In the non-

Proportion of total captured 

BL Chemical 
trap trap 

Percent Percent 
26 74 

87 13 

43 57 

50 50 

67 33 


55 	 45 

=-:-,~ -

98 2 

96 4 

96 4 

94 6 


100 0 

100 0 

100 0 

100 0 


98 	 .2 


infested field the BL traps under 

the trees caught an average of 99 

percent of all the beetles taken in 

the two types of traps. Equally 

significant, the BL traps contin

ued to capture beetles for 9 nights 

after the chemically baited traps 

discontinued catching beetles. 


Both tests were repeated in the 
same locations during 1960. The 
population in the open field where 
traps were compared in a 5 by5 
Latin square block averaged one 
grub per square foot in the spring. 
Traps were compared for 5 
nights. The test in the virtually 
noninfestedfield was conducted 
for 8 weeks. The results of these 
tests are given in table 23. 

In the open .field the nightly 
catches in the two types of traps 
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again varied considerably, but the 
average for each type of trap for 
the entire test approximated and 
confirmed the results of 1959. 
The BL traps under the large tree 
at the edge of the non infested field 
captured, on an average, 98 per
cent of all the beetles in the two 
types of traps. The chemically 
baited traps caught beetles for the 
first 4 weeks only. As the popu
lations of beetles diminished late 
in the season, the BL traps con
timled to catch beetles for an 
additional 4 weeks. 

The response of beetles to the 
two types of traps explains the re
sults obtained. The chemically 
baited trap sampled the popula
tion emerging from the ground in 
the vicinity of the trap and only 
during the 30-minute emergence 
period each evening. Beetles 
emerging around blacklight traps 
in the open field must first fly to 
nearby trees before they are at
tracted to these traps. The dif
ference in the reaction of the bee
tles to the two types of traps is 
a factor to consider in using 
traps in very lightly infested 
areaS. Since the beetles are at
tracted to a tall tree fl'om a much 
larger area than attracted to an 
individual chemical trap, the 
chance of capturing a beetle in 
very lightly infested areas is 
much greater with the blacklight 
traps than with the chemically 
baited traps. 

Relation to Visual Observation 
Estimates of Chafers in Flight 

During 1958, the density of 
chafer beetles around four trees 
was estimated during 12 nights 
and compared with the numbers 
captured in 15-watt BL traps. 
Roughly one-third of the numbers 
estimated were captured (H). 
Additional estimates 'were made 
in 1959 anel 1960 in an effort to 
determine more precisely the 
efficiency of BL traps. 

During 1959, the numbers of 
beetles in flight were eRtimated 
for 8 to 14 nights in one large 
tree more than 50 feet tall at 
three locations and compared 
with the total numbers of beetles 
actually captured with a single 
15- or 30-watt BL unbaffied trap 
placed under the tree. The re
SUltR given in table 24 confirmed 
the estimates made in 1958 that 
the 15-watt BL traps caught 
about one-third of the beetles 
flying to a given tree. A 30-watt 
BL trap was more efficient and 
appeEired to capture about one
half of the beetles in a given tree. 

In spite of the apparent con
sistency between the estimates 
anc! the actual catches, individual 
estimates of population might be 
far from accurate. An att(}mpt 
was made in 1960 to determine 
the accuracy of estimates. The 
den::;ity of beetle flight in a maple 
tree approximately 30 feet high 

TABLE 24.-Estinwted efficiency of 15- and 3D-watt BL tm1JS in 
captu1'ing beetles, 195!J 

. --.-----,--,--------,-------~
EstimatedLamp wattage and Total beetles Total beetles 


nights of operation estimated captured efficiency 


Number Pe'rcent15 wattc: ,Vlunbar 
3411 ............ . 260 88 


9 ............. . 2,200 370 
 17 
14 ............ . 2,600 1,103 42 

30 watts, 8 ........ . 415 229 55 
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was estimated for 7 nights. 
After the beetles had settled, the 
limbs were shaken to dislodge the 
beetles onto plastic sheets spread 
under the tree. The numbers 
estimated and actually collected 
were as follows: 

Estimated Collected 
500 ............................. 231 

250 ............................. 476 

150 ............................. 96 

150 ..................... ........ 87 

100 ............................. 467 

100 ............................ 166 


50 ............................. 46 


It was evident that estimates 
could vary considerably from ac
tual counts. Weather conditions 
appeared to affect flight habits 
and thus the accuracy of esti 
mates. During warm calm even
ings the beetles continued to fly 
around a tree for several minutes 
before coming to rest. On cool 
breezy evenings they came to rest 
almost immediately after flying 
to a tree. 

In view of these inaccuracies 
in estimates, another approach 
was tried to determine the effi
ciency of BL traps. Two willow 
saplings about 12 feet high and 
trimmed to have the same amount 
of foliage were planted 100 feet 
apart . 1 an open field where a 
light mfestation was present. 
Density of beetles flying around 
these two trees wa:; expected to 

be similar, and nightly observa
tions indicated that this was gen
erally so. When the beetles had 
settled, those in one tree were 
dislodged by vigorous shaking on
to a plastic sheet spread under the 
tree. A BL trap was operated 
under the other tree throughout 
the night. In the morning the 
number captured with the trap 
was determined. On the follow
ing night the same process was 
repeated in the opposite tree. 
This was continued until each 
trap had been in operation for 5 
to 10 nights. 

Again the 15-watt BL unbaf
fled trap caught about one-third 
of the chafers in the tree, as 
shown in table 25. Addition of 
baffies doubled its effectiveness. 
Trap efficiency increased with 
greater lamp wattage, and the 
high efficiency of the 30-watt 
lamp may be due to chafers being 
attracted from distant trees. 

Actual COllnts of Chafers in Flight 

A more accurate measure of 
trap efficiency was considered 
possible by counting beetles fly
ing to a tree when very few were 
present and comparing these 
counts with catches in BL traps 
under the same trees. Some in
dication of trap efficiency was evi
dent in 1958 when no beetles 

TABLE 25.-Estimatecl efficiency of VCL1'iOllS BL lamps in captu'ring 
beetles, 1960 

--- -~~~-. - ..-.-----~---r-------,__------
Lamp wattage Beetles Beetles Apparent 
and description collected captured population 

of trap by shaking by trap captured 
-~.~- ~--~ ~-~~-~~~-- ~-~~-~-----+--------j--------

15 watts: Number Numbe?' Percent 
No baffle....... 190 64 34 
4-Winged baffle. 172 135 78 

30 watts, 4-winged 
baffle.... . . . .... . . 329 405 123 

32 watts,' 4-winged 
baffle ........... , . 288 261 91 

-------~-----------
1 Circline lamp. 
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were seen around trees during 3 
nights, but BL traps under the 
same trees caught one, four, and 
one beetle, respectively, during 
the 3 nights. 

During the next 4 years indi
vidual br;etles in very light infes
tations of less than six beetles 
were counted around individual 
trees and compared with trap 
catches under the same tree!}. 
An intensive effort was made to 
observe beetles flying to these 
trees during the period of maxi
mum activity. This was between 
8 :50 and 9 :10 p.m., e.d.t., on 
nights following 'warm sunny 
days. 

In 1959 and 1960, observations 
were made on 3 nights at the end 
of the season when beetles were 
nearly gone. In 1961 and 1962, 

TABLE 26.-E/ficiency of 15-'Watt 
BL t1"CLPS c01npa1'ed to visual 
obse1'vation in detecting light 
populations of beetles at 
night, 1959-62 

-------- -------,-
Total Total 

Year beetles beetles 
seen trapped 

~--~-- -- - - - ----.'----
Number Nwnber 

1959 ........... { 5 
5 

3 
4 


5 2 

1960 ........... { 4 
2 

3 
7 


0 1 
0 11961 ...........! 
3 2 


0 1 
0 1 
0 3 
2 0 
0 2 
0 1 

1962 ........... 0 4 
1 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 3 

Total ... 27 41 

similar observations were possi
ble during midseason at the edge 
of an incipient infestation. 

During the 4 years, there were 
19 positive nights either by ob
servation or by trap catches, as 
shown in table 26. There was 
only 1 night in the 19 when bee
tles were seen but none were 
caught. On all other nights at 
least one bE:etle was captured 
when they were seen. At least 
a single beetle was caught on 11 
nights when none were seen in 
flight. 

An intensive effort was made 
during the 1963 season to com
pare the efficiency of a 6-watt and 
a 15-watt BL trap to visual ob
servations in detecting light in
festations of beetles. Visual 
observations were made for 42 
nights from June 19 through Au
gust 1 to detect the presence of 
beetles coming to a single tree. 
Either a 6-watt general-purpose 
trap or a 15-watt European chafer 
beetle survey trap was operated 
on a.c. circuit under the same tree 
on which visual counts were made 
each night. 

A 20-minute observation was 
made each evening beginning 
about 15 minutes before the ex
pected time of peak flight and 
ending about 5 minutes after it. 
The expected time of peak flight 
varied slightly depending on the 
amount of cloudiness and the sea
son and was determined by the 
time of peak flight in other areas 
where a heavy population was 
present. The numbers of beetles 
actually seen in flight around the 
tree during the evening and the 
beetles captured in the trap on the 
same night were recorded. The 
6- and 15-watt traps were inter
changed to expose each to similar 
population levels. Results for 
each positive night are given in 
table 27. 
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TABLE 27.-Relative effectiveness of 6- and 15-'l(Jatt BL tmps com
pared to visual obse1'vation in detecting light infestations of beetle.~ 
at night, 1963 

-~------------~~~ 
Observation versus 6-watt tz'ap
-- - ~-~'---'-- ~ ~ ~-~-.~---~- --..~~ 


Beetles Beetles 

seen caught 


.-..------..~--.---
Nnmber ,'lumber 

4 o 
4 o 
2 2 
2 1 
2 1 
2 o 
1 1 
1 o 
1 o o 1 

TotaL ...... . 19 6 

Each pair of entries-beetles 
seen or beetles caught-repre
sents results on a single night. 
The data are listed in order of 
diminishing numbers of beetles 
observed and not chronologically. 
There were 20 positive nights for 
beetles either observed or caught 
in a trap. Four beetles were the 
most seen on a given night. The 
numbers observed in flight were 
greater than trap catches this 
year, but the high efficiency of the 
BL traps was again apparent. 
The 6-watt trap caught one-third 

-------~--~--------
Observation versus 15-watt trap 

------~--~----.-------

Beetles Beetles 
seen caught 

- ~--~-~---~---~-

Numbe1' Number 
4 1 
3 o 
2 3 
2 2 
2 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 o 
1 o 
o 1 

-
17 10 

of the total number of beetles ob
served; the I5-watt trap caught 
more than one-half of the total 
number observed. There were 5 
negative nights for the 6-watt 
trap compared with only 3 for the 
I5-watt trap when beetles were 
observed but not caught. There 
were two negative observations 
when traps revealed the presence 
of beetles. It can be concluded 
from these studies over the 5-year 
period that the BL traps are 
highly effective in detecting light 
infestations. 

BATTERY OPERATION OF BL TRAPS 


A battery-operated BL trap for 
European chafer surveys js de
sired because of several inherent 
disacl vantagt:,s in operating the 
traps from existing a.c. circuits. 
(1) There are many desirable 
sites in a given location where 
traps should be placed, but they 
are too remote from a source of 
electricity. (2) It takes a con
siderable amount of time and ef
fort to contact property owners to 
obtain permission to tap into 

their source of electricity. (3) 
Long lengths of extension cord 
are often required for placing a 
trap even relatively near a source 
of electricity. It has been rec
ognized, however, that reliable 
equipment for efficient operation 
of fluorescent lamps with storage 
batteries was practically nonex
istent. Hollingsworth and 
Briggs (8) indicated that vibra
tor-type inverters have only 40 to 
75 percent efficiency and an oper
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ating life of 1,000 hours or less. 
This is in contrast to transistor
type inverters with an efficiency 
of 70 to 90 percent and a greatly 
extended Ii fe expectancy. 

A few explomtory observations 
in 1960 indicated that if an effi
cient battery-operated trap be
came available, it should perform 
satisfactorily in capturing beetles. 
Brief operation of 4-, 8-, and 15
watt BL traps with 6- and 12-volt 
automotive batteries re,mlted in 
capturing beetles just as readily 
as when operated with an a.c. cir
cuit. Vibrator-type inverters 
were used. The\' burned the 
lamps for 2 or ;) 'nights without 
recharging the batteries. The 4
watt lamp was also successfully 
operated for 2 nights on a dry-cell 
B battery. 

Specifications 	 for Battery·Operated 
Trap 

Specifications for a battery
operated 15-watt blacklight trap 
were prepared. An input of 12 
volts d.c. nominal and an output 
of 120 volts a.c. at approximately 
1,000 C.p.s. through a tnmsh:itor
ized inverter were specified. Al
though Hollingsworth et a!. UJ) 
stated that from the standpoint 
of attracti veness to insects they 
found no advantage in openl
tional frequencies higher than 60 
c.p.s., the lamp can be operated 
more efliciently with the higher 
frequency. In addition, the spec
ifications called for a photoswitch 
with an adj ustable range for turn
ing the power supply on with the 
approach of darkness and off 
with the approaL'h of daylight. It 
should have the capacity to oper~ 
ate a 15-\\'att fluorescent lamp for 

consecutive 10-hour nights, 
starting from a fully charged 
condition. An electronics firm 
was engaged to build such units. 

The 15-watt European chafer 
beetle survey traps (fig. 14) were 
wired to operate with either an 
a.c. circuit or a battery. When a 
60-cycle a.C. circuit is used, the 
current flows through a 60-cycle 
ballast in the trap. When a bat
tery is used as a source of power, 
the current flows through a 1,000
cycle ballast in the inverter and 
bypasses the ballast in the trap. 

Preliminary Tests 
During 1961, two complete 

unitii for uattery operation were 
available. Each was fitted with 
a 15-watt BL lamp. One of these 
units was placed under a single 
large tree and operated nightly 
for 2 weeks. The photocell acti
vated the lamp between 8 :34 and 
8 :40 p.m. and turned it off be
tween 6 :10 and 6 :20 a.m., e.d.t. 
The numbers of beetles captured 
each night ranged from over 
1,000 beetles during the first 3 
nights to less than 100 each night 
near the end of this period as the 
seasonal populations decreased. 

The second unit was used to 
compare its performance with an 
identical trap operated from an 
a.c. circuit. The traps were 
hung 1'1'0111 steel rods placed ap
pl'oximately 30 feet apart beneath 
a large tree and operated for 14 
nighb. Beetles were t.:ounted 
each morning. The photocell 
was darkened, and if the lamp was 
activated, it was aiisumed that it 
had burned all night. The traps 
were rotated daily. During this 
period the battery~operated trap 
captured 42 percent of the beetles 
taken in the two traps. The 
numbeni taken by this trap 
equaled 01' exceeded the numbers 
taken in the trap operated by a.c. 
tireuit on only <1 nights. It ap
peared from these results that the 
battcl'y-operated trap was some

8 
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what less attradive than the one 
operated on a.c. circuit. 

Performance of Battery-Operated and 
A.C.-Operated Traps 

An attempt \Vas made during 
1962 and 1963 to determine 
whether the apparently lower at
tractiveness of the 15-watt trap 
operated with a oattery during 
the previous year was valid. 
Thel't! appeared to be three pos~ 
BibilitieB: (l) The lamp oper
ated at 1,000 c.p.s, is less attrac
tive, (2) the ultraviolet output is 
lower with battery operation, and 
(3) turning the battery-operated 
lamp on after 8 :30 p.m. did not 
peimit suflitient warming of the 
lamp for maximum ultraviolet 
output for the earliest fiying 
beetles. 

Procedures and Results of 
1962 Studies 

Three 15-watt BL European 
chafer beetle survey traps were 
placed in an equilateral triangle 
beneath the same large tree used 
in 1961. Trap 1 was operated 
with a l2-volt battery through a 
photocell inverter llnit at 1,000 
c.p.l-l. It 'was activated each even
ing between 8 :45 and 9 p.m., 
e.d.t., when illumination dropped 
to 20 fooL-eandles, and was turned 
ofE at the same level of illumina
tion each morning. Trap 2 was 
operated with a 12-volt battery 
through a manually operated in
vet"ter at 60 c.p.s. and was turned 
on when the first trap was acti~ 
vated. This was turned off about 
8 a.m. when the traps were first 
visited. Trap 3 was operated 
from an a.e. circuit and burned 
continuously. .Eac;h morning the 
oeetJes were counted and the 
photoeell of the 1,OOO-cycle unit 
wal-l activated artificially to ascer
tain operation throughout the 

night. The trap~ were rotated so 
that each trap occupied each posi
tion once every 3 nights. This 
constituted a series. The batter
ies were replaced with fully 
charged ones every 3 nights. 

After the first four series had 
been completed, difliculty was en
countered with the photoswitch 
of the I,OOO-cycle unit. There
fore, the two battery-operated 
units were turned on manually 
each afternoon about 5 p.m. and 
turned off the next morning after 
8 a.m. The test was continued 
for th'e additional series. 

The results of the first four 
seriei::i, lihown in table 28, indicate 
that the battery-operated units 
were le~s effective than the a.c.
operated trap. Results of the 
Im;t five :-;eries indicate that when 
the lampl:5 were given a sufficient 
warming period, the battery-op
erated traps were equally as ef
fedive as the a.c.-operated trap. 

Procedures and Results 
of 1963 Studies 

The possible value of sufficient 
warming of BL lamps for maxi
mum ultraviolet output before 
beetles start to fly was investi
gated during the 19G3 season. 

Three 15-watt European chafer 
beetle sllrvey traps (fig. 14) were 
hung about 23 feet apart in an 
equilateral triangle under the 
same large tree used the previous 
2 yean.;. Trap 1 was operated 
with a 12~vo1t battery through an 
invertel' at 1,000 C.p.11., with a 
photos\\'itch adjusted to turn the 
power supply on when the illu
mination level dropped to 150-170 
foot-candles.-· During miclseason 
thili level \\'a!'; reached about 8:15 
to 8 :20, e.d.t., on clear cloudless 

'Measured with \Veston Illumination 
.\lett'1' Model 756. Sensing' cell pointed 
t!tllllC direction as photoswitch. 
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TABLE 28.-Relative effectiveness of 15-watt BL t1'aps 'When started 
at diffe1'ent times and opemted 1vith different powe1' SOU1'ces in at
tracting beetles, 1962 

-------r-------,-----------________ 
Proportion of total captured in traps

Time battery operated with
inverter trap!> Total beetles 

started and captured I,OOO-Cycle 60-Cycle 60-Cycle a.c. 
series inverter inverter circuit-------~--- -~----- -.- -- -f..-- -- -- -, '-----'-' - ----- 

8 :45-9 :;:!.:Clt. N~Lmber Percent Pe-rcent Percent 
1 .............. . 1.~76 28 33 39 
2 ......... ,. ... . 1,163 29 42 29 
3 .............. . 645 22 34 44 
4 .............. . 583 35 23 42 

~-- -- --- +--._- _._--. --- --------\------
Total or 

average. 3,667 28 33 38 
- '-----~--- ---- ----.-----~-------F___"_,-------"'--"-::::.-~-=1===== 

5p:m. 
5 .............. . 3,279 34 32 34 

6 ............... . 574 36 33 31 

7 ............... . 457 33 34 33 

8 ...•........... 380 33 33 34 

9 ............... . 182 33 33 34
-- -- - ---+------l------

Total or 
aVerage..._~ 4,872-L. 34 ..l-_____33 L-_________ L-.______ ________ 33 

evenings. It was also the level of reached at 8 :45 to 8 :50 on clear 
illumination occasionally reached cloudless evenings. This period
beneath trees during midday generally corresponds to the ap
under heavily clouded storm con pearance of beetles flying to the
ditions. Trap 2 was also oper trees in small but noticeable numated on a battery through an 

bers. Trap 3 was operated oninverter with the photoswitch ac

tivating the lamp at 14 to 16 foot 60-cycle 120-volt a.c. circuit and 

candles of illumination, the level burned continuously. 


TABLE 29.-Effect of warming pel'iocl of 15-watt BL lan/,1JS operated 
'With different power sources on beetles catches, 1968 

Proportion of total captured in traps 
operated with-

Battery A.c. circuitTotal beetles I---------~-------- continuouslySeries captured Early Late 
-- ..---- -0--, __..____._-1--____ 

Number Percent Percent Percent 
1 .............. .. 3,532 20 38 42 

2 .............. .. 3,227 23 35 42 

3 ............... . 2,256 29 42 29 

4 ............... . 1,910 38 34 28 

5 .............. .. 1,265 32 26 42 

6 .............. .. 945 38 37 25 

7 ............... . 923 25 35 40 

8 .............. .. 592 42 36 22 


f-- -~--,-- -- --~-----\-------I------
Total or 

average .. ~______L_ 35 __14,650 31 _____J_____ 34 
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These traps were operated for 
nearly a month. Nightly catches 
were determined, and the traps 
were rotated daily so that each 
trap occupied each position once 
every 3 nights of flight. This 
constituted a series. Th<:cle re
~lIlts are summarized in table 29. 

The eight series are arranged 
ac('ording to diminishing catches. 
There wa:.; eomlideraule variation 
in t'atl'iw:.; for individual nights 
and also in individual series. 
These studies indicated 110 value 
in having a preflight warming 
period with battery-operated 
traps. Xeither did they indicate 
that the battery-operated traps 
were less emcient than the a.c.
operated trap. 

On the ba::;is of the 3-vear 
study. we ('onduded that a hap 
powered with a storage battery is 
equally as effective in attracting 
and capturing beetleR as a trap 
powered with an a.c. circuit. In 
addition, the BL lamp when acti
vated at the omiet of flight is 
equally as attracti ve to beetles as 
when activated earlier for a pre
flight warming period. 

Comparison of 6- and 15-Watt BL Bat
tery-Operated Traps 

Traps in Competition With 

Each Other 


A G-watt transistorized in
velter unit beC,lme a vuilable in 
1962 and wa~ used to operate a 
G-watt BL lamp in the European 
chafer beetle survey trap, as 
shown in figure 17. This lamp 
was compared with a 15-watt BL 
lamp in an identical trap. Both 
traps were powered with 12-volt 
batteries. Both inverters had an 
output of 120-volt 'a.c. circuit at 
1,000 c.p.s. and were automati
cally activated with a photocell. 

8,;-27616 

FIGURE 17.-Six-watt BL lamp (A), 
photoswitch (B), and inverter (C) 
mounted on European chafer beetle 
survey trap. 

The two traps were hung from 
steel rods and placed about 7 feet 
from the trunk of a large tree on 
opposite sides so that one trap 
was not seen from the position 
of the other. Both lamps were 
started automatically each even
ing between 8 :50 and 8 :57 p.m., 
e.d.t., and operated for 26 nights. 
The beetles were counted each 
morning, and the photoswitches 
were activated artificially to as
certain operation throughout the 
night. The batterieR were re
charged as needed to maintain 
a continuous source of power. 
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During the first 16 nights the north-south location, this trap 
traps were located directly east caught 34 percent of the beetles. 
and west () f the trunk. The\' Smith et a\. (11) showed that 
were rotated each clay. A serie's a small trap with a 6-watt 
consisted of 2 nights with each BL lamp was approximately 60 
tl'aP in each position once. Pre perc:ent as eflicient in catching 
"uiling westerly winds tended to numerous species as a larger trap 
force the beetles to congregate with a 15-watt BL lamp. Dur
on the east side of the tree ancI in ing the 1963 Heason, a 6-watt bat
creased the catch of beetles in the tery-operated trap designed as a 
trap on this side. Therefore, the general-purpoHe survey trap be
last five series were conducted l:ame available. It is fitted with a 
with the traps plaeed north and more elaborate insect-colIecting 
,;outh of the tJ·unk. device, which eliminates rain and 

When populations were high, retains a \'olatile killing agent. 
the (i-watt lamp wa~ only slightly Lts o\'el'aIl cl imensions are 8 1,:1. by 
le~~ effeeti\'(:' than the 15-watt 141:! inches as compared with 
lamp, IJut tended to become less 121:! by 2G inches for the conven
dfective as the population climin tional European chafer beetle 
i:-;hed. This is evident in table sun'ey trap, Both types of traps 
:30. Auout ,l:~ percent of alI the nssemulecl for battery and photo
beptle~ caught were taken in the celI operation are shown in figure 
(i-watt trap when they were in 18. 
the east-west lo('ati{Jn. In the These two traps and the Euro-

TABLE 30.-Relative' e[fectit'eness of 6- and 15-!OCLtt battel'y-opemted 
BL traps in attmding beetles when tmps wel'e locCLted in dilferent 
rli)'ections from tree trll,nk, UJ62 

Proportion of total captured
Dir{'('tiol1 of tt"Ups in traps with lamps of

from trunk Total beetles 
and seI"i('s captured 6 watts 15 wattsI 


gAST ,\:-;D WEST [ Pel'('I'II! Percent 
3.752 48 52 
~ : .::':::::: .. 1: 3,215 45 55 


II ................ .. 3,013 43 57 

4 .................. . 1.902 37 63 

5 .................. . 1,473 5t 49
1 1,054 41 59 ~ ::::: '.:.:::::::.': J 995 42 58 
8 ............... .. 288 37 63 

r-------------r-------------+--------------
Total or 

average ..... 15,692 43 57 
~=========F========~~========= 

:-tORT!! ,\:-;lJ sm"'I'H 
9 .............. .. 294 37 63 
10 ......•....... ".. " 85 45 55 
11 ................ .. 71 33 67 

46 21 7912 .... , ...•....... "1

13 •...... "..•...... 22 32 68 

--------------+--------------r--------------
Total or' 
average .... 518 34 GG 
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8:-:-27617 

1,'£Gnu; IX, EUl'up!'ltn tlmfl'r hel'til' ~urv('y trap with 15-watt BL lamp (A) and 
general-purposl' SUJ'Vl'y tJ'ap with !>-watt BL lamp (B) C!quipped for battery
operation, 

pean chafer beetle survey trap 
equipped with a G-watt BL lamp 
(tig. 17) were hung appt'oximately 
20 feet apart in an equilateral 
triangle under a large tree. All 
three were opernted with batter
ies, and the photoswitches were 
adj~lsted to turn the power supply 
on ~lt approximately 8 :30, e.d.t., 
on c1ear c lou d1es s eve n j n g s. 
Nightly catches were determined, 
and the photoswitches were ac
tivated artificialiy to ascertain 
operation throughout the night. 
The traps were rotated daily so 
that eaeh trap occupied each posi
tion on('e ~'very 3 nights to eom
plete eaeh series. The results 

of this study are summarized in 
table 3l. 

The G-watt traps were equally 
effective and each caught approx
imately half as many beetles as 
the 15-watt trap. The smaller 
baffle and funnel of the general
put'pose 6-watt trap did not con
tribute to loss of etliciency, In 
spite of the lower efficiency of the 
6-watt trap, it showed consider
able promise for use in survey op
erations because of the longer 
battet'Y life that could be ex
pected with this lamp. In addi
tion, the smaller 6-watt trap has 
a definite size advantage over the 
largel' 6-watt trap. 
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TABLE 31.-Con~)Ja1'ison of 6-wntt BL lwmp in small wnd la'rge t?'(LP 
'With 15-wutt BL lamp in ltu'ge h'ap in cnptliJ'ing beetles, 1963_.__ .. " .," 

Proporti;~;f·to't~lc~ptu-;'~d with":-' 
~~,- -.'~•. - • i 

Series 6-Watt 6-Watt 15-Watt 
Total beetles small large large 

captured ~ap ~ap ~ap
.'....~ r-- ..--=-:---\----.::-...:.:.:..--

Number Percent Percent Percent 
1 .............. .. 6,654 29 41 30 

2 .............. .. 5,064 18 15 67 

3 ............... . 3,833 28 20 46 

4 .............. .. 2,705 17 30 53 

5 .. _.... _...... .. 1,063 32 15 53 

6 .............. .. 681 21 25 54 

7 ............... . 205 12 25 63 


Total or 
average 20,205 99 25 52

-~.-'--- .. 

Traps Isolated From Each Other when pel'forming independently. 
Previow; comparisons on the The traps were placed under two 

effectiveness of BL traps in cap trees approximately 90 feet tall. 
turing beetles indicated that the One trap was not visible from the 
difference!> between larger and location of the other. The trees 
!>maller lamps were minimized were separated by approximately 

100 yards and an interveningwhen the traps were operated in
dependently, so that they were large building, but each tree drew 
not in direct competition with beetles from a common infesta
each othel·. All these studies tion. The beetles were counted, 
wel'e made with traps operated ,mel the traps were rotated daily 
on a.c. circuit. as long as a single beetle was ' 

During the 1963 season, a caught in at least one of the traps. 
6-watt BL general-purpose sur They were operated for 12 nights 
vey trap and a regular 15-watt or six: series, each series consist
RL European chafer beetle sur ing of each trap occupying each 
vey trap, both opernted with bat position for 1 night. The results 
teries (fig. 18). were compared are summarized in table 32. 

TABLE 32.-Rel(Ltive elJecti'IJeness 0/ 6- (mel 15-l(!(Ltf bntte'I'Y-1JOwe1'ed 
BL tmps operating independently in c(L}Ji1n-ing beetles, 1963 

--.; "","'-'.------
Proportion of total captured with-

Total beetles 
Series captured 6-Watt I5-Watt 

trap trap 
....-, ",-,.-..-"' .. ---~--- ._...'---.,---

Nmnber Percent Percent 
1 .................. . 646 43 57 
2 .................. . 285 56 44 
3 ................. .. 214 38 62 
4 .................. . 13 45 55 
5 ................. .. 11 35 65 
6 ................. .. 3 33 67 

Total or 
average 1,172 42 58 

-,,-,,~,,--
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The 6-watt trap captured, on 
an average, 42 percent of the 
total and the 15-watt trap 58 per
cent. Previous results were con
firmed in showing that the smaller 
lamp was more effective when not 
in eompetition with the larger 
lamp. These results gave further 
evidence that the 6-watt batterv
operated trap shows considerab"le 
promise for lise in general-survey 
operation::;. 

Battery Life With 6· and 15·Wa.ttBL 
Lamps 

Determining battery life with 
a 6-watt BL lamp was desirable, 
since this lamp performed well in 
comparison with the larger 15
watt BL lamp. 

During 1962, fully charged 12
volt batteries of 72 ampere-hour 
rating were hooked up to 6- 3.nd 
15-watt BL traps equipped with 
1,000-c.p.s. inverters ancl photo
cell s\vitches. The lamps were 
burned each night until the bat
teries were completely discharged. 

In the first comparison, when 
the weather was generally clear, 
both lamps were activated be
tween 8 :30 and 9 p.m., e.cU., and 
turned off at approximately 6 
a.m. The 6- ancl 15-watt lamps 
operated successfully for 11 and 
3 nights, respectively. 

During the second comparison, 

it was cloudy most of the time. 
The traps were activated between 
7 and 9 p.m., depending on the 
cloudiness. They did not turn off 
until about 7 a.m. on some days. 
The 6- and 15-watt lamps oper
ated sllccessfully for 10 and 3 
nights, respectively. 

During 1963, 12-volt batteries 
with ampere-hour ratings of 60 
and 72 were tested for their dura
tion in operating 6-watt BL 
lamps. A fully charged battery 
of each capacity was connected to 
a trap and operated for 10 to 11 
hours each night until they ceased 
to burn the lamp. Then the bat
teries were recharged and con
nected to the other trap. Tpe 
60 ampere-hour battery operated 
a 6-watt lamp in both traps for 5 
and 4 full nights, respectively. 
The 72 ampere-hour battery oper
ated a 6-watt lamp in both traps 
for 9 and 7 full nights, respec
tively. 

Longevity with a single charge 
of a 72 ampere-hour battery fell 
short of the 1962 results, but still 
indicated that the 6-watt trap 
could be operated with weekly 
changes of the batter;rfor normal 
9-hour nights. The 6-watt .BL 
trap shows much promise of 
being efficient and practical for 
general chafer surveys, and we 
believe that any future increase 
in traps should be of this size. 

SUMMARY 

The outstanding attractiveness 

of blacklight to beetles of the 
European chafer (Amphimallon 
m(~jalas (Razoumowsky)) was 
discovered in 1958. This led to 
an intensive effort to develop a 
blacklight trap for survey opera
tions on this quarantined insect. 

Blackligh t fluorescent lamps, 
designated as BL, with peak radi
ation at 3,650 angstroms were by 

far the most attractive. Lamps 
with the Philips phosphor, which 
produce more energy in the blue 
region, were equally as attractive 
as those with the conventional 
phosphor. Traps with the BL 
lamp caught IV:! times more 
beetles than with the related BLB 
lamp, also peaking at 3,650 ang
stroms, ancl 31/~ times more than 
the erythemal, the next most at
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tractive lamp peaking at 3,100 
ang~troms. Argon glow lamps, a 
:murce of low-wattage near-ultra
violet radiation, and incandescent 
lamps were totally ineffective in 
attracting chafer beetles. 

Attractiveness of the BL lamps 
increased \vith wattage. When 
in competition with each other, 
the ;}O-watt lamp attractecl ap
proximately1G times more beetles 
than the .:I-watt lamp. 'Vhen not 
in direct competitiou. the :30-watt 
lamp attracted slightly mort' than 
l wiee as many beetles. 

Cltraviolet' output of BL lamps 
deprpt'iates rapidly during the 
tir.-;t 100 hours of burning. then 
.-;Iowl~· O\'el' the following several 
thou.-;and hou rs. The 15 -watt 
lamps with O-hour burning and 
ultr(lviolet maintenance of 1f~:3 
percent were slightly more httrac
tin:' to beetles than lamps burned 
100 hours with ultraviolet main
tenanee of 100, but additional 
burning up to ·1,500 hours did not 
decrea.-;e their attracti\'eness. 

Adding a four-vaned baffle to 
the 15-watt trap tripled its effec
tl\·eness. This increase was not 
altered wht;'n the baffle was macle 
nf transparent plastic, sheet 
aluminum, or galvanized sheet 
iron (p,tintecl or unpainted). At
traetin'nes.-; of the trap was not 
altered by painting it green, 
white, ~'ello\\". or reel. Extending 
the funnel 1 inch beyond the outer 
edge of the baffle did not alter the 
efficiency of the 15- or 30-watt 
BL trap. 

Placing two 15-watt BL lamps 
in a trap did not c1o·.tble its etfec
tivene:-;s. Four lamps were re
quired andthis was not a practical 
method of increasing trap effi
dency. Fncler lig-ht populations, 
the 30-watt BL lamp \vas 4I~ 
times more effective in the vert i
eal position than in the horizontal 
position. Lncler heavy popula

tions, its attractiveness in both 
positions was nearly equal. The 
:32-watt circline BLlampwas only 
half as attractive as the 30-watt 
lamp and only slightly more at
tracth'e than the 15-watt lamp. 

Sixty-foul' percent ofthe extra
neous im;ects caught in the BL 
trnps were eliminated by permit
ting smaller insects to escape 
through the ll;-inch mesh screen 
bottom anel sides of the recep
tacle. Reducing the funnel open
ing from 11.,. to :I:,. inch excluded 
about 40 percent of the larger in
sects. A G-inch circular disk of 
':,-inch mesh hardware cloth 
placed hol'izontally in the funnel 
reduced the probability of the 
opening becoming clogged with
out reducing beetle catches. 

Ph~cing BL traps adjacent to 
the trunks of large trees caught 
approximately 15 times more 
beetles than traps in the open 
within 200 feet of the tree. 
Traps under the periphery of the 
outermost branches caught ap
proximately five times more than 
ones in the open. "Vhen the trap 
was well uncler the canopy of a 
tree, its position did not affect the 
catch. The ('hances of beetles 
aceiclentally falling into an unlit 
trap under a tree are rather re
mote, especially in a light infes
tation. 

Beetles were attracted to BL . 
traps from shortly before 9 p.m., 
e.cLt., to about 6 a.m. From 55 
to 86 percent of the total nightly 
catches were taken before mid
night and from 86 to 95 percent 
before midnight and after 3 a.m. 

Beetles generally flew directly 
into the BL trap with no evidence 
of circling flights as is true around 
chemical traps. During periods 
of heavy flights beetles have been 
observed resting on nearby ob
jects. 

The sexual response of beetles 

i 
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to BL traps varied more with lo
cation than with different ::;ea
sons, pedod:; of a given season, or 
time of night. The proportion 
of female8 varied from 27 to GG 
percent. 

In a lightly infe:;ted open field, 
B.L trap::; were no more attractive 
than the best chemical trap. 
When placed uncler a tree in a 
virtually noninfested field with 
beetle::; flying to the tree from 
varions directions and dh;tancel'l, 
the BL trap under the same tree 
caught ClPPl'oximately 100 times 
more bpptlel'l than chemical trapl'l 
nearby. 

Approximately one-third of the 
estimated numbers of beetles con
gregating in a given tree were 
captured with 15-watt BL traps. 
Addition of bamel'l and larger 
lampH i net'paHed eutc;hes. ,,\Then 

traps were placed in a lightly in
fested location, beetles were 
caught on numerous occasions 
when none could be seen in flight. 
The high efficiency of these traps 
was demonstrated. 

The BL traps operated with a 
batter,\' through a photoswitch
activated inverter at 120 volts 
and 1,000 c.p.s. were as effective 
as traps operated with GO-cycle 
a.c. circuit. A G-waU battery
operated BL trap caught from 
one-third to one-half as many 
beetles as the 15-watt trap. A 
fully charged 12-volt battery of 
72 ampere-hom rating operated 
the G-watt lamp from 7 to 11 
nights compared with 3 nights 
for a 15-watt lamp. The G-watt 
battery-operated trap showed 
considerable promise 3.B an effi
cient and practical tool for con
cluding European chafer surveys. 
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